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Abstract 
Fire Emergency Management System for Joshua Tree National Park 
by 
Mohammed AlSharif  
Geographic information system (GIS) technology is a valuable tool when it comes to 
assessing and managing the emergency response to wild fire.  Joshua Tree National Park 
(JOTR) recognized a need to deliver a GIS-based system to assist them with more rapid 
response to wildfire incidents and to prioritize creation of firebreaks, and the benefits of 
the technology to describe an automated solution that responds to fire when identified.  
This document outlines the procedures for using GIS to provide a solution for this 
problem in JOTR.  The solution involved producing Python scripting tools to prepare the 
data for subsequent input to geoprocessing tools and designing a web-based application 
that would help the fire dispatch center understand where a response is needed.  The web 
application enabled the user to identify the fire incident location using different types of 
searches, identify the shortest path to the fire from the fire station, and identify the best 
places for the firebreak.
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Chapter 1  – Introduction 
Joshua Tree National Park (JOTR) is part of the National Park Service, which is 
administrated by the Department of Interior.  The park, located in the southeastern 
California, covers 789,745 acres of land.  JOTR experiences fires that may burn for hours 
or even days before they are reported to the park‟s fire stations.  In 2009, the Lost Horse 
Mine Fire burned for three days and left around 350 acres of post-burn land (Figure 1.1)  
  
 
Figure ‎1-1 Lost Horse Mine Fire at JOTR 
 The purpose of this project was to use a geographic information system (GIS) and 
an ArcGIS application-programming interface for Flex (Flex API) to provide assist JOTR 
with more rapid response to wildfire incidents and to prioritize creation of firebreaks.  
Moreover, this solution would process the geodatabase to provide an easy way to locate 
the fire incident.  There are three main objectives for this analysis: to identify fire 
location, to identify the shortest path to the fire from a fire station, and to identify 
firebreak location. 
 This chapter is comprised of five sections.  The first section discusses the project 
client.  The second section presents the general problem addressed by this project.  The 
third section outlines a summary of the proposed solution, with subsections describing 
the project goals and objectives, scope, and methodology.  The fourth section addresses 
the primary audience for this project; those who would benefit from the web application 
solution are described in this paper.  Finally, the fifth section presents a brief summary of 
the topics covered in the remaining chapters of this project report.       
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1.1 Client 
The client for this project was the National Park Service (NPS), in particular the JOTR 
Fire Dispatch Center.  Sean Murphy, a GIS specialist with the NPS, was the primary 
point of contact for the project, and was supported by John McDuffy who is the Engine 
Boss for the park‟s fire trucks.  The client needed a GIS solution that could be used to 
reduce fire damage to the park and help them locate the best places for firebreaks.  The 
client provided primary data, such as roads, trails, boundary, public land survey system 
(PLSS), United States Geological Survey (USGS) place names, local JOTR place names 
(called Jeff names) , inhabited areas, habitats, and the aerial photo imagery (Figure 1-2).  
In addition, the client provided periodic support throughout the project. 
 
 
Figure ‎1-2 Joshua Tree National Park General Layout 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The JOTR was concerned with the threat of fires burning for hours or even days before 
the park‟s fire station is informed about them.  Since there is not enough information 
about any fire incident, it was important to help the fire dispatch center assist JOTR with 
more rapid response to wildfire incidents.  In addition, they do not know the shortest path 
from fire station to the fire incident, and they do not know the best place for firebreaks.  
A GIS solution was needed to help them identify the place where the fire incidents occur, 
to find the least cost path to the fire incident, and to find the best place to build firebreaks. 
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1.3 Proposed Solution 
This section discusses the general approach to solving the problem statement described in 
Section 1.2.  It provides details on the goals and objectives of the project.  The project 
scope and methodology are further outlined based on these objectives. 
1.3.1 Goals and Objectives 
The goal of this project was to help the JOTR fire station assess fire incident by 
developing a web-based application to assist them with rapid response to fire incidents.  
An additional objective of this project was to reduce the response time for fire 
emergencies.  The specific objectives were: 
 Identify the fire incident location using different search types. 
 Identify the least cost path from fire station to the incident. 
 Identify the best place for firebreaks. 
By meeting the goals and objectives, fire emergency management system (FEMS) will 
allow the JOTR to conduct accurate analyses to help the fire dispatch center to reduce the 
response time to fire and preserve the park from the fire threat.  
1.3.2 Scope 
The specific scope of this project included: developing a web-based application solution 
to use for querying a GIS database for a specific place reference and showing where the 
fire incident is occurring; identifying the quickest path and displaying the best location 
for firebreaks; presenting the FEMS at the JOTR, and providing complete documentation.  
The solution works with the data provided by the client, like the JOTR roads network and 
aerial photo imagery. 
1.3.3 Methods 
The project was developed using a spiral development model, which is a lifecycle 
development system that combines the features of the prototyping model and the 
waterfall model.  In addition, it facilitates a high level of risk analysis, and is more 
suitable for designing and managing projects when the requirements are not clear from 
the beginning and not stable.  It consists of six sectors: client communication, planning, 
system analysis and risk analysis, system design, engineering, and evaluation (Boehm, 
1988). 
 Each loop in the spiral model represents a phase, beginning with collecting the 
data from the client and identifying his objectives and requirements.  All the possible 
risks that will face the development team in the project development are identified and 
resolved.  The actual development of the project was then carried out and the output of 
the developed product is passed on to the client for comments and suggestions.  The 
client‟s comments and suggestions were passed through all phases iteratively in order to 
improve the web-application and meet all of the client‟s requirements.  (Figure 1-3) 
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  This project comprised two major tasks: developing GIS tools and a web-based 
application.  The GIS tools were created using Python scripting programming language 
and the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS 9.3.1 package with an 
ArcInfo license in order to perform a sequence of algorithms.  The GIS tools were: Cost 
Surface Analysis, Firebreak Preparing Data, Least Cost Path, and Firebreak Priority 
Analysis.  The Cost Surface Analysis tool was created to accept a set of inputs and create 
the Cost Distance and Backlink raster datasets for each fire station.  The output of this tool 
was used as input for the Least Cost Path tool that will run from the web application to 
create the shortest path from the fire station to the fire incident.  In addition, the Firebreak 
Preparing Data tool was created to accept a set of input and perform a sequence of 
algorithms to create the Protected Areas feature class.  The output of this tool was used as 
input for the Firebreak Priority Analysis tool to perform a sequence of algorithms and 
display the output in the web application.  
  The web-based application employed Flex API as the development platform.  To 
begin, the major layers were added to ArcMap document.  The map was saved as mxd file 
and published to ArcGIS Server 10 as a map service.  The Least Cost Path tool and the 
Figure ‎1-3 Spiral Process Model  
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Firebreak Priority Analysis tool were published to the server as a geoprocessing service.  
In addition, a geometry service was published to the server.  The main functions of the 
web application were: identifying the fire location using different search types, running 
the Least Cost Path service to identify the least cost path form the fire station to the fire 
incident, and running the Firebreak Priority tool to identify the best place for firebreaks. 
1.4 Audience 
This report is intended for a general audience with an introductory knowledge of GIS and 
fire emergency management.  The specific intended audience for this report, web 
application, and the full set of deliverables is the fire dispatch center at JOTR.   
1.5 Overview of the Rest of this Report 
This report is divided into three main categories, including project background, overall 
approach of the project, and the outcome of the project.  The first part continues in 
Chapter Two with background for the project and a review of pertinent literature from 
authoritative sources. 
 The second part is presented in Chapters Three, Four, and Five, which contain the 
overall approach to the project.  Chapter Three identifies the problem statement, 
describes the requirements analysis, system design, project plan, and provides a summary 
of the overall system analysis and design of the project.  Chapter Four provides the 
structure of the database design that includes a conceptual and logical data model, source 
of the data, and methods for obtaining the data.  Chapter Five describes the steps taken to 
complete the project in satisfaction of the stated project goals and objectives. 
Finally, Chapter Six addresses the results of the project implementation and Chapter 
Seven presents the general conclusions of the project and suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2  – Background and Literature Review 
Intervention to address disasters has evolved through time into a complex policy 
subsystem, and disaster policy is implemented through a set of functions known as 
emergency management and response.  Modern approaches to emergency management 
and response involve multidimensional efforts to reduce the vulnerability to hazards; to 
diminish the impact of disasters; and to prepare for, respond to, and recover from those 
that occur.  Fire is one of those disasters that can threaten inhabited structures, habitats, 
and vegetation.   
 A background and literature review for fire emergency management (FEM) was 
first conducted, from which the solution to the project was developed and implemented.  
This chapter introduces the role of GIS in fire emergency management through the lens 
of comprehensive emergency management (CEM) and its five phases: planning, 
mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery.  In addition, the literature examined 
here involves the use of cost surface analysis, suitability analysis in fire emergency 
management, and the web-based GIS applications. 
2.1 GIS Technology and Fire Emergency Management  
GIS is a technology that captures, manages, analyzes, and displays data in ways that 
reveal information to answer questions and solve problems involving spatial content.  In 
recent years, GIS has become a powerful assessment tool for efforts in FEM because of 
improved computing speed and large storage capacity.  The improvements in 
technologies have had a significant impact on the way spatial data are acquired, stored, 
managed, and displayed. 
 FEM was defined as the discipline and profession of applying science, 
technology, planning, and management to deal with fires that can injure or kill large 
numbers of people, do extensive damage to property, and disrupt community life (Drabek 
and Hoetmer, 1991).  In addition, FEM activities can be grouped into five phases that are 
related by time and function.  These are also related to each other and each involves 
different types of skills (Johnson, 2000).  However, FEM activities are planning, 
mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery. 
Planning involves actions that are taken to analyze and document the possibility of 
fire disaster and the potential consequences or impact on life, property, and the 
environment.  Mitigation involves actions taken to eliminate or to reduce the degree of 
long-term risk to human life and property from fire disasters.  Preparedness is concerned 
with actions that are taken in advance to develop operational capabilities and facilitate an 
effective response to fire disaster.  The response phase involves actions that are taken 
immediately before, during, or directly after a fire occurs, to save lives, minimize damage 
to property, and enhance the effectiveness of recovery.  Finally, the recovery phase is 
characterized by activity to return life to normal or improved levels of damaged 
structures (Cova, 1999). 
Using GIS in FEM activities is helping many organizations to deal with fire disasters 
and to reduce their impacts.  In the planning phase, when GIS is applied and fire disaster 
areas are viewed with other map data (roads, inhabited structures, habitats, vegetation, 
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etc), emergency management officials can begin to formulate mitigation, preparedness, 
response, and possible recovery needs (Johnson, 2000).  Johnson said GIS facilitates the 
planning phase by allowing planners to view the appropriate combinations of spatial data 
through computer-generated maps (Johnson, 2000).  In the mitigation phase, utilizing 
existing databases linked to geographic features in GIS displays the values of fire risk 
(high, moderate, low) quickly and efficiently.  In addition, using GIS can answer many 
questions that appear in this phase.  For example, “where are the fire zones?”  “  What 
combination of features vegetation, inhabited structure, habitats, etc constitutes a fire 
hazard?”  A GIS can identify specific slope of categories in combination with certain 
species of flammable vegetation near homes that could be threatened by wildfires 
(Johnson, 2000). 
In the preparedness and response phase, GIS is utilized primarily to help integrate 
information from different sources and scales, and to format that information into a single 
source that can formulate and executed fire emergency response plans (Cova, 1999).  In 
addition, GIS can provide answers to questions such as:  “Where should fire stations be 
located if a five minute response time is expected?”  “What is the closest fire station?”  
“What is the shortest path to fire incident?”  A GIS can provide detailed information 
before the first fire unit arrives.  For example, during a commercial building fire, it is 
possible to identify the closest hydrants, electrical panels, and floor plans of the building 
while the fire truck is route to the fire (ESRI, 2008).  During the recovery phase, GIS can 
play an important role to help the fire officials to identify the immediate threat to life, 
property, and the environment.  Using GIS during the recovery phase is an initial priority 
to perform a cursory damage assessment and minimize the time necessary to apply for 
government relief (Cova, 1999). 
Many studies and applications have used GIS technology to enhance decision- 
making in FEM.  For example, the Winston-Salem Fire Department uses routing 
application, which is a GIS application that helps them determine the burning building 
and the best route to it (Amdahl, 2001).  Wilson Police and Fire use GIS to share and 
combine data to identify common „hot spots‟ where a high volume of emergency 
incidents are being experienced, as well as for developing an overall community safety 
strategy  (ESRI, Mapping the Future of Public Safety).  Amdahl explained how to assess 
risk, map wildfires, and allocate resources to deal with risk through GIS (Amdahl, 2001).  
For example, using GIS in a fire emergency management can map the area of risk 
according to building size, type, and risk assessment in a single image that quickly 
provides analysis for the fire risk.  The representatives of fire emergency response 
referenced a previous project completed by Mei-Po Kwan and Jiyeing Lee, which 
addressed a similar topic, to implement a GIS system to provide a quick emergency 
response.  They examined the potential of using real time 3D GIS to implement an 
intelligent GIS-based system to deal with the terrorist attacks (Mei-Po and Lee, 2003).  
Computer-aided dispatch (CAD) application in geographic information system (GSS) 
system is an emergency resource dispatching system used for computer-controlled 
emergency resource dispatching (for example, fire vehicle), resource status, incident 
reporting, and management information (ESRINEA, 2009).  Finally, many of the fire 
departments such as Wilson Police and Fire department, and Kingdom of Bahrain Fire 
department used GIS for fire deployment analysis, incident analysis, critical response 
information, incident management, resources allocation, and fire prevention. 
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2.2 Cost Surface Analysis 
The development of a cost surface analysis (CSA) is generally accomplished by adding 
two or more raster layers.  These layers attempt to account for the effects of elevation, 
vegetation cover, surface composition, and a wide variety of additional factors that may 
influence travel within a region.  CSA is used as the generic name for a series of GIS 
techniques based on the ability to assign a cost to each cell in a raster map, and to 
accumulate these costs by travelling over the map.  The least cost path over cost surface 
can be calculated over a non-network surface from a source cell to a destination cell. 
Least cost path models in transportation date from the very earliest interest in GIS in 
the 1960s (Goodchild, 2000).  These models considered the lowest travel cost ̶ where cost 
is a function of time, distance, or other impedance factors ̶ across terrain as an average 
value for a general area.  Tobler was interested in the development of cost surface models 
through the calculation of the realistic time or cost distance in hilly terrain (Tobler, 1993).  
According to the empirical data, Tobler developed an equation to covert the calculated 
slope from terrain to walking velocity, which led to computation of the minimum time 
path from initial point to destination. 
Balstrom used another approach by establishing a friction-based grid, which was 
derived from a combination of slope and a grid indicating rivers and lakes locations 
(Balstrom, 2002).  This approach expressed the overall time needed to walk through a 
cell in the terrain based on field experiments.  A cost surface was then calculated from 
one rain gauge at a time to all other rain gauges, establishing of network topology for the 
derived paths and ending with a vector network of least cost paths.  
2.3 Suitability Analysis  
Suitability analysis is a GIS-based process of determining the fitness of a given area for a 
particular use.  The suitability model answers the question, “where is the best location?”  
For example, what is the best location for firebreaks, a new road, pipeline, or a new 
housing development?  
Suitability analysis can be used for compliance with several elements to prepare 
comprehensive and general plans to identify constraints and opportunities for future land 
conservation and development (Steiner, McSherry, and Cohen, 2000).  A project in the 
Appalachians Restoration Campaign examined the landscape in the central Appalachians 
and its suitability for supporting the eastern cougar (Taverna, Halbert and Hines, 2000). 
2.4 Web-Based GIS Application in Fire Emergency Projects 
Due to the rapid progress in information technology, the web-base GIS applications 
enhanced the ability to present spatial information analysis.  Today, many types of GIS 
are available, ranging from the traditional GIS (for example, mainframe GIS, and 
Desktop GIS), distributed GIS (including Internet GIS and local environment network), 
and mobile GIS. A web-based GIS allows users to display spatial information on the 
Internet and wireless networks without installing GIS programs in the same desktop 
computer, unlike traditional GIS (Peng and Tsou, 2003). 
A web-based GIS has been implemented in different fire emergency projects around 
the world.  In 2002, the City of Fort Worth, Texas, began a project to create a user-
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friendly web interface to access and utilize the emergency operation center toolset, such 
as entering data, running reports, and performing numerous other functions. (Chatham & 
Britton, 2002).  In 2009, ESRINEA implemented a big project called a geographic 
security system, which consisted of different web applications such as an E-911web 
application that could capture the location of the fire incident from the call for service, 
assign classifications to the incident, and integrate with alarm systems (ESRINEA, 2009). 
2.5 Summary 
GIS could help the fire agencies to reduce the fire consequences, provide first responders 
with the best information to make optimized decisions to recover from fire quickly.  In 
addition, the value of using GIS in FEM activities arises directly from the benefits of 
integrating a technology designed to support spatial decision making into a field with a 
strong need to address numerous critical spatial decisions.  Using the CSA would help the 
fire agencies to reduce the response times to fires.  The suitability analysis will provide 
the suitable location to prevent the fire and reduce its consequences (for example, the best 
location for firebreak). 
A web-based GIS can play a key role as an efficient way to distribute the information 
to different users.  The next chapter will outline the system analysis and design 
considerations for the project.    
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Chapter 3  – Systems Analysis and Design 
A successful GIS project involves understanding the needs of the client, the user, and the 
scope of the project to develop an effective plan for GIS implementation.  A good project 
plan usually starts with a system design that will meet the client‟s expectations and 
minimize the negative impacts of various potential constraints.  This chapter first revisits 
the problem that this project was trying to address.  Next, it discusses three major 
components/units: the requirements analysis, system overview, and the development of 
the project plan.  The requirements analysis describes the functional and non-functional 
requirements for the proposed GIS solution.  The overview of the system design 
discusses the hardware and software needed for this project.  Finally, the project plan 
captures the process to manage the tasks for this project. 
3.1 Problem Statement 
The JOTR was concerned with the threat of fires burning for hours or even days before 
the park‟s fire station is informed about them.  Since there is not enough information 
about any fire incident, it was important to help the fire dispatch center assist JOTR with 
more rapid response to wildfire incidents.  In addition, they do not know the shortest path 
from fire station to the fire incident, and they do not know the best place for firebreaks.  
A GIS solution was needed to help them identify the place where the fire incidents occur, 
to find the least cost path to the fire incident, and to find the best place to build firebreaks. 
3.2 Requirements Analysis 
This project focused on three major deliverables:  two Python scripting tools that run a 
sequence of algorithms and calculate the cost surface, the final output of firebreak 
factors, and a web application that includes a set of functions to find the fire incidents 
locations and to run analysis and display the results in a user- friendly interface.  To 
deliver these products to the client successfully, a requirements analysis was first 
conducted.  The outcome of the requirements analysis was crucial for system design to 
meet the client‟s expectations, as well as resolve technical limitations.  Accordingly, this 
section addresses both functional and non-functional (technical, operational, and 
transitional) requirements for this project.  
3.2.1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirements outline the intended behavior of the system.  They consider the 
user needs from a system perspective.  Table 3-1 summarizes the functional requirements 
for the Cost Surface Analysis scripting tool.  These requirements include the 
functionalities of the scripting tool that were identified considering potential use cases.  
The client needed to be able to prepare and convert the data to raster, and to use those 
data to calculate the cost surface for each fire station.  Using the digital elevation model 
(DEM), roads and trails feature classes, as well as the fire stations feature class, the cost 
surface scripting tool, create the cost surface raster dataset. 
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Table ‎3-1 Functional Requirements for the Cost Surface Analysis Scripting Tool 
Cost Surface Analysis Scripting Tool Requirements 
The tool must allow the user to select the DEM, roads, trails, and fire stations feature 
class as inputs to the tool. 
The tool must be able to add speed field to the roads, trails feature class to allow the 
data classification. 
The tool must be able to convert the DEM to slope. 
The tool must be able to convert the speed of the roads and trails into time. 
The tool must be able to calculate the cost surface for each fire station. 
 Similarly, Table 3-2 lists the functional requirements for the Firebreaks Factors 
scripting tool.  These requirements address the functionalities of the suitability analysis 
that were identified considering potential use cases.  The client needed to be able to 
prepare the data that used to locate the best places for firebreaks.  
Table ‎3-2 Functional Requirements for the Firebreak Factors Scripting Tool 
Firebreak Factors Scripting Tool Requirements 
The tool should allow the user to select the inhabited structure features classes (such as 
campground), cultural sites feature classes (such as historic place), habitats feature 
classes (such as snakes), and vegetation feature class as inputs to the tool. 
The tool should be able to combine the different feature classes to four factors: inhabited 
structures, cultural sites, habitats, and vegetation feature classes. 
The tool should be able to combine all the four factors in one feature class. 
 Finally, Table 3-3 lists the functional requirements for the web application using 
ArcGIS API for Flex (Flex API).  These requirements address the functionalities of the 
web application that were identified considering the potential use cases.   
Table ‎3-3 Functional Requirements for the Web Application   
Web Application Requirements 
The web application must be able to locate the fire incident using different types of 
search (such as USGS names or coordinates system). 
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The web application must be able to locate the least cost path from fire station to the 
incident. 
The web application must be able to locate the best place for firebreaks. 
3.2.2 Non-functional Requirements 
Table 3-4 summarizes the non-functional requirements for the Cost Surface Analysis 
scripting tool, Firebreaks Factors scripting tool, and the web application.  Non-functional 
requirements involved technical, operational, and transitional requirements that were 
determined based on potential use cases. 
 
Table ‎3-4 Non-functional Requirements for FEMS 
Non-Functional Requirements  
Technical  
The system should be easy to use, so after three hours training, the errors will not exceed 
two errors per day. 
The system should be reliable, so the failure rate of the system should not exceed by one 
error per day. 
The system should develop using the ESRI Software suite and ArcGIS API for Flex (Flex 
API).   
The system should install in Windows 2003 or 2008 environment and access by a user 
that has a PC or laptop with Windows XP or 7 environments. 
The user should connect to the server through intranet network. 
The client‟s environment should have the ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1 or 10 with Spatial 
Analyst extensions, and ArcGIS Sever 10 with Spatial Analyst extension to allow the 
web application to work. 
The user must be familiar with data used for the scripting tools. 
Operational 
The system must work with the data that is available from client and if there is an 
updating data, the admin user will have the ability to update the geodatabase. 
The system should work with the client‟s organizations standards and objectives. 
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3.2.2.1 Technical Requirements 
The technical requirements included the minimum software specifications necessary to 
use the two Python scripting tools and the web application.  In order to run the Cost 
Surface Analysis scripting tool and Firebreaks Factors scripting tool, the client‟s 
computer needed ArcGIS Desktop 9.3.1or higher, unlike the web application that 
required ArcGIS Server 10 with Spatial Analyst extension.  In addition, the client‟s 
computer also must have the Spatial Analyst extension because the scripting tools include 
different spatial analysis tools that are available in the Spatial Analysis toolbox.  This 
computing environment would enable the client to run the scripting tools to calculate the 
cost surface for each fire station, prepare the final output for firebreaks, and to run and 
display the analysis in the web application. 
3.2.2.2  Operational Requirements 
The operational requirements included the scripting tools and the web application that 
should work with the data that is available from the client. Additionally, the system 
should allow the client to archive the geodatabase.   
3.2.2.3 Transitional Requirements 
It is important that the user knows how to use the scripting tools and web application.  An 
instruction manual will be provided to the client.  Before product delivery, the system and 
scripting tools will be tested to ensure that it is functioning properly and producing the 
required outputs. One training session will be provided onsite to the client.  The scripting 
tools and web application will be delivered to the client on a DVD.  The project will be 
presented to the JOTR fire station staff at the same time the DVD and training are 
provided.  
The system should host in client server that will prepare with ESRI software suite, 
windows server 2003or 2008, and the user will access the system through the 
organization intranet and workstation. 
The administrator user should allow archiving the geodatabase daily or weekly  
Transitional 
A user tutorial will be prepared and given to the user during one day training that will 
explain the system functions and usability of the system. 
The system should include an electronic version of user tutorial. 
The web application and scripting tools should be tested before delivery. 
The project team should be presented the project to JOTR fire station staff. 
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3.3 System Design 
The system was designed based on the outcome of the requirements analysis.  It depicted 
the user needs and information product description in an interactive interface and 
described system design in different aspect maps, technology and system architecture.  
3.3.1 Maps 
Figure 3-1 was designed using the ArcMap and Spatial Analyst extension to build the 
geoprocessing tools used to identify the shortest path to the fire from a fire station, and to 
locate the best places for firebreaks.  The map displays fire stations and the roads in 
JOTR to help the user determine the fire incident location. 
 
 
Figure ‎3-1 FEMS Base Map 
Also, the development team built the base map to include the layers that the user will 
need. They used the scale range level to show some layers in a specific zooming level, 
which keeps the map from getting crowded, and helps the user to understand the map 
better (Figure 3-2).  The information product description and user needs was a kick off 
step for building the base map, thinking how the map would satisfy the user‟s needs, and 
how it will work with the system functions. 
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Figure ‎3-2 Scale Range in FEMS Base Map 
3.3.2 Technology  
Figure 3-3 was designed using API for Flex (Flex API), and ESRI software suite to build 
the base map, publish the services, and build the geodatabase. This system included 
different procedures and functions, such as locating the fire incident by using query to 
search about the USGS place-name and display it in the map.  These procedures and 
functions depend on user needs and information product description, which is the 
successfuly key to build this system. 
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Figure ‎3-3 FEMS Web Application Design 
The web application design depicted the user needs with simplicity of use and 
interactive interface.  The development team designed the application to fit with user 
needs, and to implement the information product description. 
3.3.3 System Architecture 
 Figure 3-4 displays an overview of the system architecture.  The FEMS consists of two 
key tiers: client tier and GIS servers tier.  Each component works in conjunction with 
ESRI‟s ArcGIS Info 10 (client tier can work with ESRI‟s ArcGIS Info 9.3.1) software 
suite, which encompasses all components of the system design). 
The client tier consists of a workstation or laptop platform that will access the 
application through the web browser, while the GIS servers consists of internet 
information services (IIS), which handle the request through the web, and ArcGIS Server 
10.  In addition, ArcGIS Server 10 provides connectivity to geographic information 
through web services, and within that all maps and geoprocessing services are created 
and served through web services, which are consumed by the client. The server hosts the 
geoprocessing services, which run the spatial scripting tool and return the results to the 
client platform. 
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The system architecture is a conceptual design that defines the structure of the 
system, which depends on the user needs from functions and the type of application. In 
addition, the web system structure is different from the desktop, as well as the system 
functions. 
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Figure ‎3-4 System Architecture  
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3.4 Project Plan 
To achieve the project‟s goals in a timely manner, the project plan initially consisted of 
six major phases, with an estimated time period needed to complete each task.  (Figure 3-
5) The initial proposed project plan was designed to accommodate the spiral method of 
project development and included: 
 Phase 1: Defining the project  
Meetings were conducted with the client to identify the problems the client 
was trying to address, the scope of the project, the goals and the solution, and 
the system process model. 
 Phase2: Project Planning 
 Meetings were conducted with the client to collect the information needs 
through different processes, such as the interviews and questionnaire process, 
and assessed the project feasibility. 
 Phase 3: System Analysis  
Preliminary research was conducted in order to understand the functional and 
non-functional requirements. The research involved reviewing literature 
relevant to fire emergency management.   
 Phase 4: System Design 
This phase was to design a personal-ArcSDE geodatabase and feature dataset 
that incorporated the data, and to design the system and scripting tool 
interface.  
 Phase 5: System Implementation and Testing  
The web application was developed using the Flex API.  The key functions 
included:  identifying the fire incident location using different search types, 
identifying the shortest path to fire from a fire station, and to locating the best 
places for firebreaks.  In addition, the scripting tools were built using a 
Python programming language.  The key functions of scripting tools included 
calculating the cost surface from each fire station and preparing the firebreaks 
final output. Necessary modifications regarding the FEMS and scripting tools 
were discussed in order to meet the client‟s expectations. 
 Phase 6: System Closing 
The scripting tools, web application, and user documentation were compiled 
on a DVD. The project was presented at JOTR fire station. A poster of the 
project and a DVD with complete MIP report was delivered to the client. 
User training and presentation were delivered onsite at the JOTR. 
The project was progressing from one phase to another dependent on the project 
plan, but not as the development team expected, since some tasks took longer than 
expected.  For example, there some requirements were not clarified from the 
beginning, such as firebreak determination. In addition, designing a geodatabase 
task was not completed in time, because there were some data that are not 
available, such as PLSS data.  Also, the development team did not adjust the 
project scope or schedule, but tried to complete the other requirements to fit 
within the project plan, and to find a time at the end to complete the project in a 
timely manner.  There was a new requirements added, which needed more time to 
understand and complete.  To complete the requirements within the time, the 
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development team increased the number of working hours per day, and expanded 
the system implementation and testing phase by a week. 
 
 
Figure ‎3-5 Preliminary Project Schedule 
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When undertaking a project, there was always a risk area, which could affect 
successful, one-time completion, which is, understanding what the client needs, and what 
data is available.  To avoid that, the development team expanded each phase by a week.  
3.5 Summary 
The overall system analysis and design, and project plan were discussed in this chapter.  
The requirements analysis was crucial for addressing the goals and objectives that the 
project was intended to achieve.  The analysis was conducted focusing on both functional 
and non-functional requirements, including technical, operational, and transitional 
requirements. The overview of the system design discussed the hardware and software 
required for this project.  An original project plan illustrated required tasks with their 
proposed milestones.  Necessary changes were added to the initial project plan in order to 
complete the entire project in a timely manner.  The next chapter will outline the database 
design for the project.   
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Chapter 4  – Database Design 
Every GIS system consists of a spatial database of geographic features and attributes 
information.  The design of a GIS database is important because it helps to identify the 
data that are necessary for the project, explores data values, relationships and linkages, 
and organizes data as part of a system workflow.  The database design also helps in 
identifying potential data problems and incorporates the functional needs of the system 
users.  The development of the geodatabase for this project was straightforward because 
all the data came from JOTR in shapefile format.  
 This chapter discusses four key components of database design for the web-based 
application.  First, Section 4.1 discusses the conceptual model, which aimed at defining 
significant entities of this project and representation associations between the entities.  
Second, Section 4.2 examines a logical data model which was required in order to 
implement the entities and associations represented by the conceptual data model.  Third, 
Section 4.3 describes the data sources of this project.  Finally, Section 4.5 discusses the 
data collection methods, and the data scrubbing and loading.  
4.1 Conceptual Data Model 
The conceptual data model comprises the entities of interest that address the project 
problems and their relationships.  This design model provides a structures layout of the 
components of the project, which facilitates data organization and determination of a 
system workflow.  Important tasks involved in creating a conceptual model includes: 
identification of data objects or entities, investigation of the corresponding attributes, and 
identification of the data relationships.  In addition, a conceptual data model is a high-
level abstraction that illustrates the complex real world in a simplistic way.  There are 
three unified model language (UML) diagrams illustrating the relationship of use cases in 
a relational database that are relevant to this project.  Figure 4-1 illustrates the 
relationships of the entire system conceptual data model.   
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Figure ‎4-1 System Conceptual Data Model 
This model illustrates the relationship between the Incidents entity with the other 
entities such as: Incident Location, Wilderness, and Protected Areas.  Within this model, 
an incident can have a location that could be a PLSS location, place name location, 
coordinates location, or JOTR local names location (Jeff names).  The association 
relationship between these entities is many-to-many.  For example, an incident can locate 
in many PLSS locations, as a PLSS location can locate many incidents.  In addition, an 
incident can locate on a wilderness area, as the incident can locate near or on the 
protected areas.  The association relationship between the wilderness area and incident is 
one-to-many, which means many incidents can be on the wilderness.  The association 
relationship between protected areas and incidents is many-to-many, which means many 
incidents can locate near or on one or many protected areas.  A fire station can participate 
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in an incident, and use the transport link to reach the fire.  The association relationship 
between these entities is one-to-many, which means one or two fire stations can 
participate in the incidents and use many transport link.  Further thought on this 
conceptual diagram led to a more in-depth look at the construction of protected areas, and 
the response to fire incident.  This is depicted in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.  
 
 
Figure ‎4-2 Protected Area Conceptual Data Model 
Figure 4-2 illustrates the relationship between the Protected Areas entity with the 
other entities: Inhabited Structures, Habitats, Cultural Sites, and Vegetation.  Within this 
model, inhabited structures, habitats, cultural sites, or vegetation are parts of the protected 
areas entity, while the structures facilities building, campground, and holding are parts of 
the inhabited structures entity.  The association relationship between these entities is one-
to-many.  For example, an inhabited structure can have many structure facilities 
buildings, many campgrounds, and many inholding areas.  In addition, mammals, 
tortoises, guzziers (water holes for sheep), snakes, and pool locations are part of the 
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habitats entity, as mills, mines, historic places, and water areas are part of cultural sites 
entity.  The association relationship between these entities is one-to-many. 
In Figure 4-3, roads, trails, and least cost path are part of a transport link entity.   
 
 
Figure ‎4-3 Response to Fire Conceptual Data Model 
The association relationship between these entities is one-to-many.  This means, a 
transport link consists of many roads or many trails or both of them.  The transport link 
has many least cost paths, and a transport link terminus.  The association relationship is 
one-to-one, which means one transport link has two termini.  Many least cost paths 
generated using a cost surface, an incident, and transport link terminus entities.  The 
association relationship between these entities is one-to-many.  The Least Cost Surface 
raster dataset was created for each fire station using a terrain.  The association 
relationship between these entities is one-to-one.  A fire station can connected to an 
incident through the transport link entity. 
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4.2 Logical Data Model 
The logical data model takes the conceptual model and moves it into the physical 
geodatabase design phase.  Tomlinson stated “a logical data model not only represents 
the data in computer logic but also describes the data in terms the computer can virtually 
“understand” ̶  the model sets up its version of the real world with all its rules and orders 
that your data must follow” (Tomlinson, 2007, pg 93-94).  However, a personal-ArcSDE 
geodatabase was chosen for this project because it has the ability to provide for feature 
classes that would be edited or synchronized from a the web application to be stored.  An 
ArcSDE is required for any layers or feature classes that are dynamically updated from 
web application because of the editing and permission rules in the personal-ArcSDE.  
 Within ArcEditor and ArcInfo, the ArcCatalog application provides the ability to 
fully administer and manage  the personal-ArcSDE geodatabase using SQL Server 
Express.  This provides full personal-ArcSDE geodatabase capabilities for several users 
at a time with a limited geodatabase size to 4 GB.  A geodatabase was used in this project 
mainly for organization purposes and data integrity, providing a central location for easy 
data access and management.  A geodatabase often contains multiple feature classes and 
the feature classes that have similar characteristics are frequently grouped together in 
feature datasets within the geodatabase.   
 The context of this project, a logical data model, was created to describe a 
personal-ArcSDE geodatabase with two datasets, and a set of raster datasets (Figure 4-4).   
 
 
Figure ‎4-4 GeodataBase Feature Datasets 
These raster datasets were used to prepare the Cost Surface feature classes, and then used 
those features to find the least cost path to a fire incident.  Figure 4-5 illustrates the 
Firebreaks dataset that consists of different point and polygon feature classes.  These 
feature classes were used to prepare the final polygon feature class used in the firebreak 
analysis.   
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Figure ‎4-5 Firebreak Dataset 
Figure 4-6 illustrates the BaseMap dataset that consists from set of point and polygon 
feature classes.   
 
Figure ‎4-6  BaseMap Dataset 
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Table ‎4-1 Feature Class Attributes Data Types 
Feature Class Attributes Name Data Types 
Incidents 
Incident_ID Integer 
Date Date 
Fire_Station_ID Integer 
Status String 
Description String 
 
Table 4-1 illustrates the attributes and data types for Incidents spatial database 
engine (SDE) feature class.  There is an association relationship between Incidents and 
Fire Station SDE feature classes.  The Fire_Station_ID is a primary key in the 
Fire_Station SDE feature class and foreign key in the Incidents SDE feature class.  The 
Incidents SDE feature class has different attributes, such as Incident_ID, which is a 
primary key, Date to store the incident date, Status to check the incident is steal open or 
close, and the Description to describe the incident.   
4.3 Data Sources 
Sean Murphy, the GIS specialist at JOTR, provided the data for this project.  However, it 
is necessary to give an idea of the data source that is served as a part of the project.  The 
data was projected in the NAD 1983 UTM Zone 11N projection system and most of the 
data that came from the client were in shapefile format.  In addition, the feature loaded 
into the personal-ArcSDE geodatabase had metadata included either with the feature 
class or from text files imported by the NPS Metadata Editor. Apart from some features, 
such as guzzler and water areas shapefiles, this did not have any metadata.  Table 4-2 
summarizes the data sources as the data came from the client.   
 
Table ‎4-2 Data Source Summary 
Feature Description Format 
Metadata 
availability 
Fire_Station 
Fire_Station is a 
point shapefile that 
depicting the fire 
station of JOTR 
and Mojave desert 
that will used if 
there is a fire in 
the park 
Shapefile None 
jeff_names 
This shapefile 
depicts points in 
the park that Jeff 
Ohlfs (Longtime 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
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park ranger) 
thought would be 
of use to others 
pbd09_poly 
It is a shapefile 
polygon to depict 
the JOTR 
boundary as of 
2009 
Shapefile 
Available with 
the shapefile 
drg_name 
This point 
shapefile  shows 
all words that are 
printed on USGS 
7.5 minute maps 
covering JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
PLSS 
This shapefile 
shows section lines 
in and around 
JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Roads and public roads  
These polylines 
shapefiles show 
the roads in JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Trails 
This polyline 
shapefile shows 
the trails in JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
 
Wilderness  
 
Shows areas 
within JOTR that 
are required to be 
managed as 
wilderness and 
these areas 
included potential 
wilderness, 
proposed 
wilderness, and 
full wilderness 
 
Shapefile 
 
Available in text 
file 
campg 
This point 
shapefile that 
shows the location 
of the campground 
area 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Historic 
This point 
shapefile that 
shows the location 
of historic area 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Guzzler This point Shapefile Available in text 
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shapefile that 
shows the water 
holes for big horn 
sheep 
file 
Jtmine 
This point 
shapefile shows all 
the mines known 
to exist within 
JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Mills2 
This point 
shapefile shows 
the location of 
abandoned mill 
site in JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Inholding 
This polygon 
shapefile shows 
parcels of land 
within JOTR that 
are not owned by 
the USA 
government  
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
A&r 
This point 
shapefile shows 
the location of 
amphibian and 
reptile habitats in 
JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Mammal 
This point 
shapefile shows 
the location of 
mammal habitats 
in JOTR 
Shapefile  
Available in text 
file 
Snakes 
This point 
shapefile shows 
the location of 
snakes habitats in 
JOTR 
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Tort_sight 
This shapefile 
shows the point 
data where desert 
tortoises have been 
seen in the park  
Shapefile 
Available in text 
file 
Pool locations -
Smithwater Canyon 
This point 
shapefile shows 
the pool location 
in JOTR 
Shapefile None 
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Water 
This point 
shapefile shows 
the water areas 
location in JOTR 
Shapefile None 
building_centroids_Project 
This polygon 
shapefile is a 
component of the 
prototype 
implementation 
plan for the NPS 
Buildings data 
Shapefile 
available in text 
file 
Vegetation  
This feature class 
created by Aerial 
Information 
Systems (AIS) for 
JOTR in the late 
1990's and this 
feature class serves 
as the final version 
of the vegetation. 
Feature class 
available within 
the feature class 
DEM 10m 
This is a raster 
dataset that shows 
the digital 
elevation model 
for JOTR within 
10m  
Raster 
Available within 
the raster dataset 
World imagery 
This layer show 
the world imagery 
layer   
Satellite image None 
US Topo layer 
This layer shows 
the US 
topographic map 
layer  
Topographic map None 
4.4 Data Scrubbing and Loading 
A substantial portion of the project consisted of the preparation of data for loading into  
the personal-ArcSDE geodatabase.  The process is outlined in details in Chapter 5, which 
describes the implementation phase of the project.  There were two main reasons for data 
scrubbing and loading the data: the preparation of feature classes to accommodate with 
firebreak priority analysis and cost surface analysis, and to organize the data in the 
geodatabase.   
Data provided by JOTR required very little editing prior to loading it into the 
geodatabase. For example, add a new field (speed) in the roads and trails feature classes 
to accommodate with cost surface analysis.  Before loading the shapefiles to geodatabase, 
the metadata for all feature classes were loaded, and a feature datasets was created to 
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organize the data in the geodatabase. Moreover, roads feature class was created using 
public roads and roads features classes, because both features have similar data.  The 
repeated data was deleted from some shapefiles such as the USGS Places Names 
shapefile. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the principles of what constitutes a good database design were discussed.  
A conceptual data model, often represented as a UML diagram, was first constructed to 
plan for the necessary data and workflow of the project.  The conceptual data model 
illustrated the foremost entities of the FEMS application and important associations 
between those entities.  The logical data model was created in order to implement the 
entities and associations represented by the conceptual data model. Prior to this analysis, 
the primary inputs were examined by content and modified to meet the needs of the cost 
surface and firebreak priority analysis.  Finally, the different data sources for the project 
were discussed.  The next chapter will outline the implementation methods. 
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Chapter 5  – Implementation 
Chapter Five discusses the project implementation, which includes generating the cost 
surface to find the shortest path to the fire from a fire station, preparing the data for 
firebreaks priority analysis, creating geoprocessing scripts to display the analysis results 
on the web, and locating the fire incident location using different types of search 
methods.  The first two tasks were completed by creating a geoprocessing scripting tools 
using Python.  The last two tasks were fulfilled by creating a web application using 
ArcGIS API for Flex (Flex API) development framework and Python to display the 
analysis results on the web. 
5.1 Cost Surface Analysis Scripting Tool 
The cost surface scripting tool was created using Python scripting language in order to 
perform a sequence of algorithms.  This tool requires inputs such as: roads feature class, 
trails feature class, fire stations feature class, DEM raster dataset, and the data path folder 
(Figure 5-1).   
 
 
Figure ‎5-1  Cost Surface Analysis Scripting Tool 
All the outputs of this tool were stored in a personal-ArcSDE geodatabase.  This section 
outlines the overall functions of the Cost Surface Analysis tool.  This tool was used to 
prepare the primary inputs for cost surface analysis.  Creating the Cost Distance depends 
on the fire stations and Cost Travel raster dataset that were prepared before.  Figure 5-2 
shows the overall workflow for generating the cost surface.   
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Figure ‎5-2 Cost Surface Analysis Workflow 
5.1.1 Preparing the Primary Inputs 
The Cost Surface Analysis first required Roads, Trails, and Terrain feature classes to be 
prepared to generate the Travel Cost surface, and then run the Cost Distance tool that will 
be discussed in the next subsection.  There are a set of steps to prepare the Roads and 
Trails feature classes (Figure 5-3).   
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Figure ‎5-3 Roads and Trails Feature Classes Preparing Steps 
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First, the Roads and Public-Roads feature classes have similar data, so the 
development team decided to digitize the Roads feature class with the missing Public-
Roads, and create a final Roads feature class (Figure 5-4).  
 
 
Figure ‎5-4 Final Roads Feature Class 
Second, the data records in both Roads and Trails feature classes were checked to 
avoid data repetition.  Moreover, a field was added in both the Roads and Trails feature 
classes to use in the analysis.  The development team discussed the speed of different 
roads types and trails with the client and the project advisor to finalize the speed. The 
final speed parameters are listed in Table 5-1. 
 
Table ‎5-1 Road and Trail Speeds 
Roads Types Speed 
Paved 50 miles per hours (MPH) 
Dirt 35 MPH 
Dirt 4X4 20 MPH 
Trails 3 MPH 
 
 
The roads and trails feature classes were then edited using the editing toolbar and 
field calculator function in ArcMap (Figures 5-5 and 5-6). 
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Figure ‎5-5  Roads Editing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎5-6  Trails Editing 
  The Cost surface scripting tool merged the Roads and Trails feature classes using 
the Merge function syntax (Table 5-2).   
 
Table ‎5-2 Road and Trails Functions Syntax 
Function Scripting Code 
Merge  gp.Merge_management("'" + ROADS+"';" + Trails + "", 
"in_memory\\ROADS_Trails_Merge", "Speed 'Speed' true true 
false 2 Short 0 0 ,First,#,"+ROADS+",Speed,-1,-
1,"+Trails+",Speed,-1,-1") 
FeatureToRaster  gp.FeatureToRaster_conversion("in_memory\\Roads_Trails_M
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erge", "Speed", finalData+ "\\MIP.sde\\RoadsRaster", "30") 
SingleOutputMapAlge
bra 
gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con(IsNull(C:\\data\\Final 
MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSRASTER),2,C:\\data\\Final 
MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSRASTER)", finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\RoadsTrails", "'" + finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSRASTER'") 
 
  This function was used to combine inputs features from multiple inputs sources of 
the same data type (point, or line, or  polygon) into a single output feature class, and  then 
was used as an input in another function (Figure 5-7). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Figure ‎5-7 Merge Function (ESRI, ArcGIS 9.3.1 Help) 
The tool created the Roads_Trails_Merge feature class in server memory using the 
syntax “in_memoy\ Roads_Trails_Merge”.  In addition, in the Merge function syntax, the 
development team specified the fields needed to display in the output feature such as 
speed field. 
  The output of Merge function was used as an input for the FeatureToRaster 
function, which is a function under the conversion toolset in ArcToolbox.  This function 
was used to convert features to a raster dataset and used a field to assign values to the 
output raster (Table 5-2).  The input for this function was retrieved from the server 
memory using the syntax “in_memory\ Roads_Trails_Merge” and used the speed field to 
assign the values to the output raster (Figure 5-8).   
 
 
 Figure ‎5-8 The Output of FeatureToRaster Function 
Trails 
Roads 
Input Output 
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  The default cell size is the smallest of the width or height of the extent of input 
feature, in the output spatial reference, divided by 250 map units.  The cell size of the 
output raster was changed to 10 meters to make the resolution as the DEM resolution.  
The output raster of FeatureToRaster function was assigned speed limit values of 3 if it is 
trail or 20, 35, 50 if it is one of the road types.  The cells between the RoadsTrails were 
assigned the no-data value.  The development team assumed 2MPH of speed for off-road 
after discussion with the client and the advisor.  Map Algebra was then used to replace 
the no-data cells with the off-road speed limited to 2.  To use the Map Algebra function, 
the Spatial Analyst extension must be present.  Table 5-2 shows the Map Algebra syntax, 
which mean, if the cell value of RoadRaster is no-data, make the output cell value 2; 
otherwise, leave it as the value of RoadRaster and create an output raster called 
RoadsTrails (Figure 5-9).  
 
 
Figure ‎5-9 The Output of Map Algebra 
Figure 5-10 shows the overall steps to generate the slope and create the travel cost 
surface.  Every cell now has a speed limit value, and the off-road speed limit is the same 
for all terrain types, so the development team adjusted the off-road speed limits based on 
the slope of the terrain.  
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Figure ‎5-10 Overall Steps for Creating the Travel Cost Surface 
 
No Data 
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Table ‎5-3 DEM Function Syntax 
Function Scripting Code 
Slope 
gp.Slope_sa(DEM, finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\Slope", "DEGREE", "1") 
 
Table 5-3 shows the syntax of Slope function, which identify the rate of maximum 
change in z-value from each cell, and accepts a raster (DEM) as an input and a raster 
dataset as an output raster dataset (Figure 5-11). 
 
 
Figure ‎5-11  Slope Values 
The output measurement determines the measurement units of the output slope data; 
this unit can be degree or percentage, and DEGREE was chosen in this project.  In 
addition, if the x, y, and z units are in the same measurement units, then the z-factor will 
equal one, which was the case for this project.  However, if these units are different, then 
the z-factor must set to the appropriated factor, or the result will be incorrect (ESRI, 
ArcGIS 9.3.1 Help Document).  The Single Output Map Algebra function then used the 
slope to enhance the speed of the no-data cells.   
Table 5-4 shows the Map Algebra expression that means if the cell value in 
RoadsTrails equals 2, then divide the speed limit 2 by (1+ slope); otherwise, leave it as 
the value of RoadsTrails raster dataset.  The development team divided the speed limit 2 
by (1 + slope), because if the slope is zero then the speed will be 2.  In addition, if the 
slope is less than 1, then when the speed limit 2 is divided by slope then the result will be 
greater than 2 (2.0/0.3=6.67).  To avoid these errors, the development team divided the 
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RoadsTrails by 1 + slope.  For example, where slope is 1, then the speed will be 1 (2.0/ 
(1+1) =1).  In areas of higher slope, like 20 degree, the speed will be much lower (2.0/ 
(1+20) =0.095).  
  
Table ‎5-4 Map Algebra Functions 
Function Scripting Code 
SingleOutputMapAlgebra gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con((C:\\data\\Final 
MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSTRAILS) EQ 2, (2.0 / (1 + 
(C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.SLOPE))) , 
C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSTRAILS)", 
finalData+ "\\MIP.sde\\ TravelSpeed ", "'" + finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.RoadsTrails';'" + finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.Slope'") 
SingleOutputMapAlgebra gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("(1.0 / ((C:\\data\\Final 
MIP\\MIP.sde\\TravelSpeed ) * 26.82))", finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\TravelCost", "'" + finalData+ 
"\\MIP.sde\\TravelSpeed '") 
 
 The last step in creating the Travel Cost surface is to convert the speed limit 
values (0.0250845 to 50 MPH) into time (minutes).  Because of the Weighted Distance 
tools, it is harder to travel through cells with high cost values than those with low cost 
values, and the speed will not be suitable as a travel cost measure.  That is, the Cost 
Distance tool would consider it harder to travel on a road with a speed of 50 MPH than 
on a road with a speed of 3 MPH, because 50 is a bigger number than 3.  Therefore, the 
development team decided to convert mile-per-hour speed into minutes-per-meter travel 
times by multiplying the speed by a conversion constant that converted miles-per-hour 
into meter-per-minutes, and then inversed that to get minutes per meter as seen in the 
equation below. 
1 mile/1 hour=1609.344 meters/60 minute= 26.82 meters/1 minute 
Invert: 1/ (26.82 meters/1minute) = 1 minute/26.82 meters 
  The development team used the Map Algebra scripting syntax to convert the 
speed to time and create the Cost Travel raster dataset (Table 5-4).  The expression used 
in Map Algebra is (1.0/ (TravelSpeed * 26.82)), which mean one divided by the output of 
multiple TravelSpeed raster dataset values by 26.82. 
5.1.2 Run the Cost Distance Tool  
The development team then used the Cost Distance tool to determine the shortest 
weighted distance or accumulated travel cost from each cell to the nearest source 
location.  This tool applies distance in cost units, not in geographic units, and it requires 
both a source dataset and a cost raster as input.  The input for this tool was the Travel 
Cost raster dataset that was calculated previous steps, with the Fire Stations feature class 
as a source dataset.  There are two fire stations, so the Cost Surface scripting tool selected 
each fire station and generated the cost distance for each of those fire stations.  The 
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output of the Cost Distance tool was the Cost Distance raster dataset that identified the 
least accumulative cost for each cell to return to the closest source location.  The 
Backlink direction raster dataset was another output of the Cost Distance tool, and 
provided a road map to identify the route to take from any cell on the least-cost path back 
to the source cell.  These outputs were generated for each fire station.  To use the Cost 
Distance tool, the Spatial Analyst extension must be present; therefore, the tool checked 
this extension when it ran (Code in Appendix A). 
5.2 Firebreak Preparing Data Scripting Tool  
This tool was used to prepare the firebreak data to be used as an input for the Firebreak 
Priority Analysis tool, which would run through the web application.  The reason for 
dividing the Firebreak scripting tool into two tools was the performance of the web 
application.  This tool was created using a Python scripting language in order to perform 
a sequence of algorithms.  It required multiple inputs: Inhabited Structure feature classes, 
Cultural Sites feature classes, Habitats feature classes, Vegetation feature class, and the 
data path folder (Figure 5-12).   
 
 
Figure ‎5-12 Firebreak Preparing Data Script Tool 
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In Figure 5-13, the blue represents the processes, the orange represents the inputs 
feature classes, and the green represent the outputs feature classes.  It also shows a 
personal-ArcSDE geodatabase to store the outputs of the processes and a folder to assign 
where the feature classes will be stored. 
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Figure ‎5-13 Firebreak Preparing Data Tool Process 
The input categories for this tool were discussed with the client and advisor before 
the development team built this tool, which depended on the firebreak factors that the fire 
station staff considered most important to stop the fire.  In addition, all the outputs from 
this tool would be stored in a personal-ArcSDE geodatabase.  This section outlines the 
overall functions that the Firebreak Preparing Data scripting tool handled to prepare the 
final protected areas feature class.  The result from this scripting tool will be used as an 
input for the Firebreak Priority Analysis tool (Figure 5-14). 
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Figure ‎5-14 Overall Steps of Scripting Tool 
Prior to development of this tool, many of the functions were tested, such as a 
Weighted Overly function, but these functions were not appropriate because the type of 
available data was not useful with this function.  The Firebreak Preparing Data tool 
accepted various inputs categories including the Inhabited Structure category, Cultural 
Sites category, Habitats category, and Vegetation category.  The tool read all the feature 
classes under each category and created a buffer polygon to a specified distance around 
each input feature.  Most of the inputs feature classes type were point, which was the 
reason for using the buffer function.  The buffer distance depended on the input category.  
The buffer distance around the inhabited structure and cultural sites categories were 25 
meters while the buffer distance around the habited category was 5 meters.  The tool 
created all the buffer feature classes in the server memory using the syntax 
“in_memory\featureName_Buffer”.  The tool then used the Union function to compute a 
geometric intersection of the input features, which was retrieved from the server memory.  
All features will be written to the output feature class with the attributes from the Input 
features, which it overlaps. 
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   The tool then used the Dissolve function to aggregate features based on specified 
attributes, in this case, which is the category type.  A field was added to the Dissolve 
function output using the Add Field function, which is a function to add a field to the 
table of a feature class.  The value of that field was calculated using the Calculate Field 
function and the value was dependent on the category type.  All the above functions were 
repeated for Habitats, Inhabited Structures, and Cultural Sites categories.  
The tool used the Dissolve function to aggregate the Vegetation feature class based 
on the vegetation category, and a field was added to the Dissolved function output. The 
value of that field was calculated using Calculate Field function, which depended on the 
vegetation category.  After all inputs categories feature classes were prepared, the Union 
function was used again to compute a geometric intersection of all input features and 
created the Protected Areas feature class as an output.  To manage the Protected-Areas 
types, the tool added a Final_Types field to the Protected Areas feature class to arrange 
the inputs categories types, and the values of that field calculated using Calculate Field 
function and a Python scripting function as below. 
def Concat (*args) :   // The function accept different arguments  
   retval = ""     //  An attribute to store the retrieve value 
   sep="_"  //  separate the types using “_” 
   for t in args : // Loop to go through all the protected areas feature class 
         s=str(t).strip() // Return a copy of the string with leading and trailing  
           //characters removed 
         if s <> ' ' :   
              retval += sep + s 
   return retval.lstrip(sep)  // Return a copy of the string with leading   
            //characters removed 
The last step in Firebreak Preparing Data Scripting tool is to concatenate the inputs 
categories under one protected area category type, using the Concat Python scripting 
function because these inputs were overlapped.  Figure 5-15 shows the input before and 
after using the Concat Python scripting function. 
 
 
Figure ‎5-15 Concat Python Function Output 
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The expression below was used to call the Concat function.  (Appendix A) 
Concat(!Inhabited_Structure_Types!, !Cultural_Sites_Types!, !Habitats_Types!, 
!Veg_Types!) 
5.3 Other Python Scripting Tools  
There were two scripting tools prepared to run from the web application.  These tools 
were created using a Python scripting language in order to perform a sequence of 
algorithms.  To enhance the performance of the web application these tools were 
separated from the previous tools. 
5.3.1 Least Cost Path Scripting Tool 
The Least Cost Path scripting tool is one of the geoprocessing tools that was published as 
a web service to ArcGIS server 10 and is run by Flex API from the web application.  It 
requires fire station used and incident location as inputs, and the output will be set 
automatically (Figure 5-16).   
 
 
 
Figure ‎5-16  Least Cost Path Scripting tool 
 
Figure 5-17 illustrates the overall functions that were used in this script.  The tool 
accepted a fire station as a string input to determine which fire station was used to deal 
with fire incident, and acceptes a fire incident location as input.   
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Figure ‎5-17 Overall Function in Least Cost Path Tool 
  Then, the tool will run the Cost Path function that depended on the fire station to 
calculate the least-cost path to the fire from a fire station.  This function used the cost 
distance and backlink raster datasets that were prepared before for each fire station as 
inputs.  This tool creates a least-cost path raster dataset from a fire station to the incident 
location.  In addition, the tool converted the least-cost path raster dataset to polyline 
shapefile and stored it in the geodatabase folder to display it in the web application.  It 
converted to vector to enhance the performance of the web application (Code in an 
Appendix A). 
5.3.2 Firebreak Priority Analysis Scripting Tool 
The Firebreak Priority Analysis scripting tool is another geoprocessing tool that 
published as a web service to ArcGIS server 10 and using Flex API to run this script from 
the web application.  It requires an incident location, buffer distance as an input, and the 
output will be set automatically (Figure 5-18).   
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Figure ‎5-18 Firebreak Priority Analysis Scripting Tool 
Figure 5-19 illustrates the overall functions that were used in this script.  This tool 
acceptes a fire incident location as input to identify the best location for a firebreak 
before the fire impacted the protected areas. 
 
 
Figure ‎5-19 Overall Functions for Firebreak Priority Tool 
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Then, the tool will run the Make Feature Layer Function to create a feature layer 
from the incident location input.  The layer that was created by this function is temporary 
and it will not persist after the fire incident ends.  The tool will copy the layer to a new 
feature class that created in the server memory using the Copy Feature function.  The tool 
then will run a Multiple Ring Buffer function around the fire incident location and the 
output will save in the server memory.  The tool will run the Intersect function that 
computes a geometric intersection of the Input features.  The Input features of this 
function will be a multiple buffer feature and protected areas feature class.  The output 
will be saved in the geodatabase folder for display the web application.  The tool will use 
the Python SetParameterAsText syntax to apply the symbology for the output.  (Code in 
an Appendix A) 
5.4 Web Application 
The last major component of this project was to create a web application.  This web 
application was created using ArcGIS API for Flex.  Prior to the Flex API web 
application, the development team had experience with different ArcGIS API.  From this 
experience, the Flex API was found to be more interactive and it allows different 
functionalities on the web application.  Moreover, Flex API enables the development 
team to create interactive and expressive web applications, leveraging ArcGIS server 
resources such as maps, locators, feature services, and geoprocessing tools and Flex 
component such as grids and charts.  
In order to complete this task, the desired map service was first published to the 
ArcGIS server.  Three major functions included locating the fire incident location using 
different search types, running a geoprocessing tool to identify the least cost path from 
fire station to the incident, and running a geoprocessing tool to identify the best place for 
firebreak.  
5.4.1 Publishing a Map Service Using ArcCatalog 
A map document that contained the basic layers such as the fire stations, and roads 
was first created in ArcMap (Figure 5-20).   
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Figure ‎5-20  FEMS BaseMap Document Overview  
Prior to creating the ArcMap document, the coordinate system of the data frame was 
set to NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_11N because it was the projection required by the client.  
The development team used the scale range level to show some layers at a specific 
zooming level, which keeps the map from getting crowded, and helps the user to 
understand the map better.  This map document was then published to an ArcGIS Sever 
by using the Add GIS Services wizard in ArcCatalog.  Before publishing the 
FEMSBaseMap web service, the development team chose the Feature Access option to 
make the web service editable (Figure 5-21). 
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Figure ‎5-21  Map Document Editing Option 
Once the publishing task was completed, the map document was added to a list of 
map services in the ArcGIS Services Directory.  The spatial reference was “26911” and 
refers to the NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_11N coordinate system, and unique IDs for each 
layer.  For example, “0” and “1” IDs were assigned to the fire station and roads layers, 
respectively (Figure 5-22).   
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Figure ‎5-22  FEMS BaseMap Web Service 
After publishing the FEMSBaseMap ArcMap document to an ArcGIS Server as a 
web service, another web service was created which related to the feature Access option 
during the service publishing.  This service exposed access to vector feature geometries 
and attributes and is a new feature with ArcGIS Server 10.  A great benefit of feature 
services is the ability to expose feature editing through Flex application.  In addition, 
feature services are published from map documents, and the source datasets are required 
to reside in a single ArcSDE geodatabase (Figure 5-23).   
  
 
Figure ‎5-23  Feature Web Service 
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5.4.2 Developing Geoprocessing Services and a Geometry Service  
The two Python geoprocessing tools discussed in section 5.3 were developed to run in the 
web application.  These tools were necessary in order to minimize the required time for 
displaying the analysis results in the web application.  The tools were published as a 
geoprocessing services by using the Add GIS Services wizard in ArcCatalog.  An 
execution type of this geoprocessing service was changed to “Synchronous” in the Add 
GIS Services wizard (Figures 5-24 and 5-25). 
 
 
Figure ‎5-24 Geoprocessing Services 
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Figure ‎5-25 Selecting the Scripting Toolbox and the Execution Type 
This type of execution meat the computer will wait while the task executes on the 
server, while the execution type “Asynchronous” means the computer does not have to 
wait for the tool to finish execution and the user can move on the other tasks.  Therefore, 
the development team decided to choose the “Synchronous” execution type because it is 
best suited for quick processes and they wanted the user to wait until the result set jobs 
executed.  The results of these tools were saved in geodatabase folder each time the tool‟s 
previous results were overwritten. 
The development team developed a Geometry service that will help applications to 
do geometric calculations, such calculating areas and lengths (Figure 5-26).  This type of 
service is only visible to server administrators and developers.  
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Figure ‎5-26  Geometry Service 
5.4.3 Developing a Web Application Using Flex API 
Once the Python scripting tools were published as a geoprocessing service to the ArcGIS 
server, as well as the FEMSBaseMap published as a web service, a new web application 
was created using the Flex API.  Figure 5-27 shows the workflow process of the web 
application, in which blue represent the processes, orange represents the manual inputs, 
green represents the display-outputs, purple represents the decision process, and yellow 
represents the drawing and navigation tools inputs.  It also shows a personal-ArcSDE 
geodatabase to store and update the fire incident location, and gray represents the printed 
map output. 
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Figure ‎5-27 Web Application Workflow Process 
 The web application was designed to meet the client requirements, including 
identifying the fire incident location using different search types, identifying the least 
cost path from fire station to the incident, and identifying the best place for firebreaks.  
Therefore, the Querying task in Flex API was used to query information from an ArcGIS 
server service using the layer ID and display the results in the web application.  For 
example, the development team retrieved information from the 
JOTR_USGS_PlaceNames layer by setting the query task uniform resource locator 
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(URL) to the layer ID of  “4” and executing the Query using the Query Parameters. The 
results are displayed in the web application.  There were four different types of search 
that the web application could do: searching by JOTR_USGS_PlaceName, searching by 
JOTR local names (Jeff names), searching by PLSS, and searching by coordinates system 
(Figure 5-28).  All of these types used the Flex API querying task to retrieve the data 
from the layers.  
 
 
Figure ‎5-28  Web Application Different Types of Search 
The web application allows editing features, which will edit the Incident feature class 
and store the incident location in this feature class.  The web application will also run a 
geoprocessing service to identify the least-cost path from the fire station to the incident 
location.  The web application will run a Firebreak geoprocessing service and display the 
result of the service in the web application.  A legend will be added to the web 
application when the result of the Firebreak geoprocessing tool is displayed in the 
application.  The web application showed the coordinates of the mouse pointer and 
allowed printing maps (Code in an Appendix B). 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter provided a detailed discussion of the various scripting methods used for the 
implementation of the project.  It contains four major sections, including the scripting 
tool used for preparing the firebreaks data, the scripting tool used to prepare the cost 
surface, the geoprocessing scripting tool used to run from the web application, and the 
web application that was created using Flex API.  Further discussion on the 
geoprocessing tools and web application results will be reviewed in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 6  – Results and Analysis 
The first five chapters discussed system design and the procedures that were used to 
accomplish the main tasks requested by the client.  This chapter presents major project 
results, and discusses the issues encountered during the implementation.  Section 6.1 
discusses the results of GIS tools developed to prepare the data for the geoprocessing 
tools inputs.  Section 6.2 discusses the web application key functions that were 
implemented using ArcGIS Flex API, and the results of the geoprocessing tools 
developed to run from the web application. 
6.1 GIS Tools Installation and Results 
Four GIS tools were created using Python scripting programming language and ESRI 
ArcGIS 9.3.1 package with an ArcInfo License.  These tools require the Spatial Analyst 
extension to be present. 
Within an ArcMap or an ArcCatalog session, open the ArcToolbox Window.  A right 
mouse-click button in the white area of this window will open a menu to select Add 
Toolbox option (Figure 6-1).  
 
 
 
       Figure ‎6-1 Adding the FEMSDesktop Toolbox 
When the browser window opens, navigate to the folder and add the FEMSDesktop 
toolbox, which contains two Python scripting tools: the Cost Surface Scripting tool and 
the Firebreak Preparing Data Script.  The toolbox is now added to the current session and 
the admin user can use these tools to prepare the data inputs for the other two-
geoprocessing tools.  In addition, there is another toolbox, called FEMSWeb, which is 
published as a geoprocessing service to run from the web application.   
6.1.1 Cost Surface Analysis Tool Results 
The Cost Surface Analysis Tool was dependent on the Roads, Trails, Fire Station feature 
classes and the Terrain raster dataset to produce the cost surface for each fire station.  It 
also produces a set of raster datasets, such as the Elevation, RoadsTrails, Slope, and 
TravelCost, that are used to prepare the final output for that tool.  These raster datasets 
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were stored in a personal-ArcSDE geodatabase.  Figure 6-2 shows the TravelSpeed raster 
dataset generated from this tool.  
 
 
 
        Figure ‎6-2 TravelSpeed Raster Dataset Output 
This raster dataset shows the speed of the analysis surface after using Slope raster 
dataset.  The benefit of using Slope raster dataset is enhancing the speed of the off-road 
area, which range from 0.0250845 to 50 MPH. Figure 6-3 shows the Travel Cost raster 
dataset after converting the speed into time.  This output contains a speed value that 
ranges from 0.000745712 to 1.4864 minute-per- meter. 
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       Figure ‎6-3 Travel Cost Raster Dataset Output 
After the Travel Cost raster dataset was created, the Cost Surface Analysis tool uses 
this raster dataset to generate the Cost Distance and Backlink raster datasets for each fire 
station.  Figure 6-4 shows the Cost Distance and Backlink raster datasets for NPS fire 
station.   
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Figure ‎6-4 Cost Distance and Backlink Raster Datasets for NPS Fire Station 
Figure 6-5 shows the Cost Distance and Backlink raster dataset for the BLM fire 
station. 
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Figure ‎6-5 Cost Distance and Backlink Raster Datasets for BLM Fire Station 
In Figures 6-4 and 6-5, the Cost Distance raster dataset, which is an output of the 
Cost Distance function, displays  values ranging from low to high.  This function is using 
to prepare a cost-weighted distance analysis. For example, the function starts from the 
BLM fire station, and then spreads to every other cell in the study area, accumulating 
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their travel costs as it does so.  Since the cost surface units are minutes per meter, the 
output will be the number of minutes needed to go from a BLM fire station to every cell 
in the study area.  In Figure 6-5, the values ranging from 0 to 3568.03, represent the 
number of minutes it takes to drive or go from a BLM fire station to each cell.  The Cost 
Distance raster dataset shows the travel times that increase quickly as the fire trucks 
move away from a road.  The values in the Backlink raster identify, for every cell, the 
neighboring cell on the least-cost path back to the source cell. 
6.1.2 Firebreak Preparing Data Tool Results 
The Firebreak Preparing Data Tool was dependent on the multiple inputs that are divided 
to four categories: Inhabited Structure feature classes category, Cultural Sites feature 
classes category, Habitats feature classes category, and the Vegetation category. It was 
designed to produce the Protected Areas feature class that will be used in the Firebreak 
Priority Analysis tool, which would run through the web application.  Figure 6-6 shows 
the primary inputs for this tool and a folder to assign where the feature classes will be 
stored.  
 
 
Figure ‎6-6 Firebreak Preparing Data Tool Primary Inputs 
6.1.2.1 The Tool Results 
The Firebreak Preparing Data tool produces a set of features class used to prepare the 
Protected Areas final output.  These features classes were stored in a personal-ArcSDE 
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geodatabase.  Figure 6-7 shows the final output where the different types overlapped 
since the most of the data types were points. 
 
 
 
Figure ‎6-7  Protected Areas Features Class 
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6.2 FEMS Web Application Functions Results  
The FEMS web application using Flex API, is illustrated in Figure 6-8.  It provides 
users with tools that can locate the fire incident location using different search types, 
identify the least cost path from fire station to the incident, and identify the best places 
for firebreaks.
 
Figure ‎6-8 FEMS Web Application 
6.2.1 Web Application Functions Results 
The FEMS web application enables users to locate and display the fire incident on 
the map, and use a set of functions to assist with fire response.   
6.2.1.1 Where is the Fire Incident Located? 
The user can identify the fire incident location using four types of search methods: 
searching by USGS places names, searching by JOTR local names (Jeff names), 
searching by PLSS, and searching by coordinates system (latitude, longitude).  Figure 6- 
9 shows two different types of search methods results to locate the fire incident location.  
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Figure ‎6-9 Search Results 
6.2.1.2 Where is the incident location stored? 
After identifing the fire incident location, the user will click the Fire Symbol to insert the 
incident location in the personal ArcSDE geodatabase.  The user will insert the incident 
date, the description of the fire incident, the fire station ID, and the status of the fire 
incident.  The fire station ID will be 1 if the NPS fire station deals with that fire incident, 
otherwise the user will insert 2 for BLM fire station.  Figure 6-10 shows the results of this 
editing method. 
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Figure ‎6-9 Editing Results 
When the user changes the status of the fire incident to “Yes,” it will be updated in 
the geodatabase.  After changing the status value to “Yes” the next time the user accesses 
the web application, that incident will not be displayed. In addition, the user can select 
the fire incident and click the “Delete” button to delete the incident from the geodatabase. 
6.2.1.3 What is the shortest path to the fire from a fire station? 
The benefit of the Cost Surface Analysis tool is that it prepares the Cost Distance and 
Backlink raster datasets, which will be used as an input in the Least Cost Path 
geoprocessing tool.  The user will click on the incident location, select the fire station, 
and click the “Shortest Path” button to run the Least Cost Path Tool.  This tool will return 
the shortest path to the fire from the fire station, as shown in Figure 6-11. 
Incident  
Fire Symbol  
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Figure ‎6-10 Shortest Path 
6.2.1.4 What are the best places for firebreak? 
The benefit of the Firebreak Preparing Data tool shown here is to use the output of this 
tool, which is stored in the geodatabase, as an input to the Firebreak Priority Analysis 
geoprocessing tool.  The user will click on the incident location, insert the distance in 
miles, and click the “Firebreak” button to run the Firebreak Priority Analysis tool.  This 
tool will return the analysis results, as shown in Figure 6-12.  
 
 
Figure ‎6-11 Firebreak Priority Analysis Tool Output 
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When the result is displayed on the map, the legend will change, as shown in Figure 
6-12.  Figure 6-13 shows the benefit of using the drawing tool to help the user to decide 
where the firebreak should be located. 
 
Figure ‎6-12 Using Drawing Tools 
As the client requested, the user can know whether the fire incident is located in the 
wilderness area or not.  Figure 6-14 shows the result of using the Slider Window to show 
the wilderness areas.
 
Figure ‎6-13  Using Slider Window To Show Wilderness Areas 
6.2.1.5 Other tools in the FEMS Web Application 
There are a set of tools that enable the user to interact with the application map, such as 
Zoom In, Zoom Out, and Map Full Extent.  The user can print the displayed map by 
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Drawing 
Tools 
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clicking the print button.  An overview map orients the user by showing the location of 
the current view in the context of a larger map area. 
6.3 Summary  
This chapter discusses the results of the GIS tools developed to prepare the data for 
the geprocessing tools inputs. It also discusses the FEMS web application key functions 
that were implemented using ArcGIS Flex API.  This web application enables the user to 
identify the fire incident location using different types of searches, identify the shortest 
path to the fire from the fire station, and identify the best places for the firebreak.  The 
next chapter will outline the conclusions and future work. 
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Chapter 7  –  Conclusions and Future Work 
The previous chapter looks at what the project carried out and displays the analysis that 
was performed in the web application.  This chapter concludes the FEMS report, 
summarizes the project, and presents possible ideas for product spin-offs.  The project 
satisfied the client‟s functional and non-functional requirements, and the tools and the 
web application are ready for operational deployment. 
7.1 Conclusion 
The overall goal of this project was to assist JOTR with more rapid response to wildfire 
incidents and to prioritize creation of firebreaks.  To meet this goal, two Python scripting 
tools were developed to prepare data to be used as an input in other two-geoprocessing 
tools, which would run through the web application.  In addition, a web-based application 
was developed using ArcGIS Flex API to assist with fire response. 
The scripting tools were built using a Python scripting language, which can work 
more quickly and integrate with different systems effectively.  These tools are simple to 
use, but the user must be familiar with the data used for each tool.  All scripting tools 
were tested and fully functional.  In addition, the web application was built using ArcGIS 
Flex API, which enables the user to build dynamic rich Internet applications on top of the 
ArcGIS Server.  The web application enables the user to identify the fire incident location 
using different types of searches, identify the shortest path to the fire from the fire station, 
and identify the best places for the firebreak.  It also provides the user with a set of tools 
that enable the user to deal with the application map, such navigation and printing tools.  
All web application functions were tested and found fully functional.  A systematic 
handbook was provided to help guide the users through the functionality of the scripting 
tools and the FEMS web application.  The client‟s functional and non-functional 
requirements were met. 
7.2 Future Work 
Because of the extensive amount of work involved in creating the tools and the web 
application for this project, the lack of certain collected data types, as well as ideas 
generated by completing this project, there are several areas for future work to expand on 
this project.  The following sections discuss three potential tasks: enhancing the Firebreak 
Priority Analysis tool, evaluating fire risk, and analyzing fire spread using Python 
scripting or ModelBuilder.  
7.2.1 Enhancing the Firebreak Priority Analysis tool 
Since most of the data collected from the client is in point form, the results will not be 
accurate, as much as if the available data type is polygon.  If the polygon data type is 
available, the weighted overlay analysis can apply in this case.  In addition, the wind 
direction can be included as a factor to identify the best place for firebreak. 
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7.2.2 Evaluating Fire Risk 
Since fire, depends on different factors, such as temperature, humidity, sun, and 
vegetation type, a new scripting tool or a new function on the FEMS web application can 
be built to evaluate where the fire incident can be predicted depending on these factors. 
7.2.3 Analyzing Fire Spread 
A Python scripting tool or a model can be built to simulate the fire spread based on wind 
direction, and whether or not the cell in a raster can burn.  Figure 7-1 shows the predicted 
spread rate of fire within five minutes, and the type of data that can be used to analyze 
fire spread. 
 
 
 
 
Figure ‎7-1 Analyze Fire Spread (ESRI, Performing Analysis with ArcGIS 
Desktop, 2009) 
After 5 min 
Starting Point 
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Figure 7-1 also shows the land cover data type and the flammability value for each 
type.  For example, grasses are more flammable than deciduous forests and water is not 
flammable at all (ESRI, Performing Analysis with ArcGIS Desktop, 2009). 
7.3 Summary  
Using GIS and Flex API, a set of tools and web application were developed to aid the 
JOTR fire station to conduct accurate analysis, help the fire dispatch center reduce the 
response time to fires, and to preserve the park from the fire threat.  Future work could 
add more variables to the framework of this project to improve its performance and 
analytical capabilities. This project successfully fulfilled the client‟s functional and non-
functional requirements, with potential improvements identified for future work.   
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Appendix A. Python Scripting Tools 
Python Script Code 1: Cost Surface Analysis Tool 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Name: Mohammed AlSharif 
# Cohort: 17 
# Date: 17/10/2010 
# Purpose:  Create a python geoprocessing tool to calculate the cost 
 surface for NPS  and BLM Fire Stations 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------       
# Import system modules 
 import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting 
# Create the Geoprocessor object 
 gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3) 
# Check out the spatial license  
 gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial") 
# Define variables that will accept the input from user..... 
# To accept input feature class 
 ROADS = gp.GetparameterAsText(0) 
 Trails = gp.GetparameterAsText(1) 
 Fire_Station=gp.GetparameterAsText(2) 
 DEM= gp.GetparameterAsText(3) 
# To determine the path that outputs will created in it 
 finalData=gp.GetparameterAsText(4) 
# To allow overwrite 
 gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 
# Process: Merge... 
 gp.AddMessage("Merge Trails To Roads") 
 gp.Merge_management("'" + ROADS+"';" + Trails + "", 
 "in_memory\\ROADS_Trails_Merge", "Speed 'Speed' true true false 2 
 Short 0 0,First,#,"+ROADS+",Speed,-1,-1,"+Trails+",Speed,-1,-1") 
# Process: Roads and Trails Feature To Raster... 
 gp.AddMessage("Roads and Trails Features To Raster") 
 gp.FeatureToRaster_conversion("in_memory\\Roads_Trails_Merge", 
 "Speed",finalData+ "\\MIP.sde\\RoadsRaster", "30") 
# Process: Adding Speed for off-road using Map Algebra... 
 gp.AddMessage("Map Algebra Process to add speed for off-road") 
 gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con(IsNull(C:\\data\\Final 
 MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSRASTER),2,C:\\data\\Final 
 MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSRASTER)", finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\RoadsTrails", "'" + finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSRASTER'") 
 
# Process: Slope... 
 gp.AddMessage("Slope Processing") 
 gp.Slope_sa(DEM,  finalData+"\\MIP.sde\\Slope", "DEGREE", "1") 
 
# Process: Map Algebra processing to enhance the speed of off-road 
 using slope..... 
 gp.AddMessage("Map Algebra processing to enhance the speed of 
 off-road using slope") 
 
 gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con((C:\\data\\Final 
 MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSTRAILS) EQ 2, (2.0 / (1 + 
 (C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.SLOPE))) , C:\\data\\Final 
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 MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.ROADSTRAILS)", finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\TravelSpeed ", "'" + finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.RoadsTrails';'" + finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.Slope'") 
# Process: Map Algebra to convert the speed into time... 
 gp.AddMessage("Map Algebra to convert the speed into time") 
 gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("(1.0 / ((C:\\data\\Final 
 MIP\\MIP.sde\\TravelSpeed ) * 26.82))", finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\TravelCost", "'" + finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\TravelSpeed '") 
 
# Process: SelectNPS... 
 gp.AddMessage("Selecting the NPS fire Station") 
 gp.Select_analysis(Fire_Station, "in_memory\\NPS_FS", "\"Agency\" 
 = 'NPS'") 
 
# Process: Cost Distance for NPS... 
 gp.AddMessage("Calculating the cost Distance") 
 gp.CostDistance_sa("in_memory\\NPS_FS",finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.TravelCost", 
 finalData+"\\MIP.sde\\NPS_TravelTime", "", 
 finalData+"\\MIP.sde\\NPS_BackLink") 
 
# Process: Select BLM... 
 gp.AddMessage("Selecting BLM fire Station") 
 gp.Select_analysis(Fire_Station, "in_memory\\BLM_FS", "\"Agency\" 
 = 'BLM'") 
 
# Process: Cost Distance for BLM... 
 gp.AddMessage("Cost Distance processing for BLM") 
 gp.CostDistance_sa("in_memory\\BLM_FS", finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.TravelCost", finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\BLM_TravelTime","", finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\BLM_BackLink") 
 
Python Script Code 2: Firebreak Preparing Data Tool 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Name: Mohammed AlSharif 
# Cohort: 17 
# Date: 28/9/2010 
# Purpose: Create a python geoprocessing tool to find the final 
 output of the Priority analysis ( firebreak) 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Import system modules 
 import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting 
# Create the Geoprocessor object 
 gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3) 
# Define variables that will accept the input from the user ... 
# To accept multi-input features classess 
 Inhabited_Structure_inputs= gp.GetparameterAsText(0) 
 Cultural_Sites_inputs= gp.GetparameterAsText(1) 
 Habitats_inputs= gp.GetparameterAsText(2) 
# To accept input feature class 
 vegetation_input= gp.GetparameterAsText(3) 
# To determine the path that outputs will created in it 
 finalData= gp.GetparameterAsText(4) 
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# To allow overwrite 
 gp.OverwriteOutput = 1 
# Inhabited Structure Process variables 
 Inhabited_Structure =finalData+   
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Inhabited_Structure" 
 Inhabited_Dissolve =finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Inhabited_Dissolve" 
# Cultural Sites Process variables 
 Cultural_Sites = finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Cultural_Sites" 
 Cultural_Dissolve = finalData+ 
 "\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Cultural_Dissolve" 
 
# Habitats Process variables 
 Habitats = finalData+ "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Habitats" 
 Habitats_Dissolve = finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Habitats_Dissolve" 
 
# Union All Process Variables 
 protected_Areas =finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\protected_Areas" 
 
# Vegetation Process Variables 
 Vegetation_Dissolve = finalData+ 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\Vegetation_Dissolve" 
 
 
# Habitats Processing 
 gp.AddMessage("Habitats Processing ..... ") 
 # Split the input list 
 habitats_inputs_list=Habitats_inputs.split(";") 
 for habitatsFC in habitats_inputs_list: 
# Gets Class name from full path 
# lstrip to get the name after "." and it was used here because the 
 feature class name include the MIP.DBO.FeatureName so the 
 function will return the FeatureName 
# the splitext to split the name in to a pair root and ext for  
 example to remove .shp from shapefile name 
 habitatsFC=habitatsFC.strip("'") 
  fcName=os.path.splitext(habitatsFC)[1].lstrip(".") 
  fcName=fcName.strip("'") 
# Habitats Buffer processing ..... 
# To add a message when the tool is executing 
  gp.AddMessage(fcName + " Habitats Buffer Processing ... ") 
# To store the fcNameBuffer in the PC memory  
  fcNameBuffer="in_memory\\" + fcName + "_Buffer" 
# Using try and except to complete the program working if there is 
 any error occur 
  try: 
      gp.Buffer_analysis(""+ habitatsFC +"", fcNameBuffer, "5   
  Meters", "FULL",  "ROUND", "NONE", "") 
  except: 
        gp.AddMessage("Error during the buffer processing...") 
# Process: Habitats Union... 
 gp.AddMessage("Habitats Union Processing ..... ") 
 gp.Union_analysis("'in_memory\\mammal_Buffer' 
 #;'in_memory\\tort_sight_Buffer' #;'in_memory\\snakes_Buffer' 
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 #;'in_memory\\guzzler_Buffer' 
 #;'in_memory\\Amphibian_Reptile_Buffer' 
 #;'in_memory\\Pool_locations_buffer' #", Habitats, "ALL", "", 
 "GAPS") 
# Process: Habitat Dissolve... 
 gp.AddMessage("Habitats Dissolve Processing ....") 
 gp.Dissolve_management(Habitats, Habitats_Dissolve, "", "", 
 "MULTI_PART", "DISSOLVE_LINES") 
# Process: Habitats Add Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Habitats Add Field Processing ... ") 
 gp.AddField_management(Habitats_Dissolve, "Habitats_Types", 
 "TEXT", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", "") 
# Process: Habitat Calculate Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Habitats Calculate Field Processing.... ") 
 gp.CalculateField_management(Habitats_Dissolve, "Habitats_Types", 
 "\"Habitats\"", "PYTHON_9.3", "") 
 
 
# Inhabited Structure Processing 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited Structure Processing ..... ") 
# Split the input list 
 Inhabited_Structure_inputs_list=Inhabited_Structure_inputs.split(
 ";") 
 for inhabitedFC in Inhabited_Structure_inputs_list: 
# Gets Class name from full path 
# lstrip to get the name after "." and it was used here because the 
 feature class name include the MIP.DBO.FeatureName so the 
 function will return the FeatureName 
# the splitext to split the name in to a pair root and ext for 
 example to remove .shp from shapefile name 
 inhabitedFC=inhabitedFC.strip("'") 
  fcName=os.path.splitext(inhabitedFC)[1].lstrip(".") 
  fcName=fcName.strip("'") 
# Inhabited Structure Buffer processing ..... 
# To add a message when the tool is executing 
   if fcName != "inholding": 
    gp.AddMessage(fcName + " Inhabited Structure Buffer Processing") 
# To store the fcNameBuffer in the PC memory  
    fcNameBuffer="in_memory\\" + fcName + "_Buffer" 
# Using try and except to complete the program working if there is 
 any error occur 
    try: 
       gp.Buffer_analysis(""+ inhabitedFC +"", fcNameBuffer, "25  
  Meters","FULL", "ROUND", "NONE", "") 
    except: 
            gp.AddMessage("Error during the buffer processing...") 
 else: 
    inholding= inhabitedFC 
    gp.AddMessage("Creater Inholding layer") 
    gp.MakeFeatureLayer_management(inholding, "inholding") 
# Process: Inhabited_Structure_Union... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited Structure Union Processing ....") 
 gp.Union_analysis("inholding ; 'in_memory\\campground_Buffer' #; 
 'in_memory\\Structure_Building_Buffer' #",Inhabited_Structure, 
 "ALL", "", "GAPS") 
# Process: Dissolve... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited Structure Dissolve Processing ...") 
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 gp.Dissolve_management(Inhabited_Structure, Inhabited_Dissolve, 
 "", "", "MULTI_PART", "DISSOLVE_LINES") 
# Process: Add Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited Structure Add Field Processing ....") 
 gp.AddField_management(Inhabited_Dissolve, 
 "Inhabited_Structure_Types", "TEXT", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", 
 "NON_REQUIRED", "") 
# Process: Calculate Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited Structure Calculate Field Processing”) 
 gp.CalculateField_management(Inhabited_Dissolve, 
 "Inhabited_Structure_Types", "\"Inhabited Structure\"", 
 "PYTHON_9.3", "") 
# Cultural Sites Processing 
 gp.AddMessage("Cultural Sites Processing ...... ") 
# Split the input list 
 Cultural_Sites_inputs_list=Cultural_Sites_inputs.split(";") 
 for culturalFC in Cultural_Sites_inputs_list: 
# Gets Class name from full path 
# lstrip to get the name after "." and it was used here because the 
 feature class name include the MIP.DBO.FeatureName so the 
 function will return the FeatureName 
# the splitext to split the name in to a pair root and ext for 
 example to remove .shp from shapefile name 
    culturalFC=culturalFC.strip("'") 
    fcName=os.path.splitext(culturalFC)[1].lstrip(".") 
    fcName=fcName.strip("'") 
# Cultural Site Buffer processing ..... 
    # To add a message when the tool is executing 
    gp.AddMessage(fcName + " Cultural sites Buffer Processing") 
    # To store the fcNameBuffer in the PC memory  
     fcNameBuffer="in_memory\\" + fcName + "_Buffer" 
    # Using try and except to complete the program working if there  
  is any error occur 
    try: 
        gp.Buffer_analysis(""+ culturalFC +"", fcNameBuffer, "25  
  Meters", "FULL",  "ROUND", "NONE", "") 
    except: 
        gp.AddMessage("Error during the buffer processing...") 
# Process: Cultural Sites Union... 
 gp.AddMessage("Cultural Sites Union Processing .....") 
 gp.Union_analysis("'in_memory\\Water_Areas_Buffer' 
 #;'in_memory\\JOTR_Mines_Buffer' #;'in_memory\\JOTR_Mills_Buffer' 
 #;'in_memory\\Historic_Places_Buffer' #", Cultural_Sites, "ALL", 
 "", "GAPS") 
# Process: Cultural Sites Dissolve... 
 gp.AddMessage("Cultural Sites Dissolve Processing ....") 
 gp.Dissolve_management(Cultural_Sites, Cultural_Dissolve, "", "", 
 "MULTI_PART", "DISSOLVE_LINES") 
# Process: Cultural Sites Add Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Cultural Sites Add Field Processing ....") 
 gp.AddField_management(Cultural_Dissolve, "Cultural_Sites_Types", 
 "TEXT", "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", "") 
# Process: Cultural Sites Calculate Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Cultural Sites Calculate Field Processing.... ") 
 gp.CalculateField_management(Cultural_Dissolve, 
 "Cultural_Sites_Types", "\"Cultural Sites\"", "PYTHON_9.3", "") 
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# Vegetation Processing..... 
 gp.AddMessage("Vegetation Processing .....") 
# Process: Vegetation Dissolve... 
 gp.AddMessage("Vegetation Dissolve Processing.... ") 
 gp.Dissolve_management(vegetation_input, Vegetation_Dissolve, "", 
 "", "MULTI_PART", "DISSOLVE_LINES") 
# Process: Vegetation Add Field ... 
 gp.AddMessage("Vegetation Add Field Processing... ") 
 gp.AddField_management(Vegetation_Dissolve, "Veg_Types", "TEXT", 
 "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", "") 
# Process: Vegetation Calculate Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Vegetation Calculate Field Processing.... ") 
 gp.CalculateField_management(Vegetation_Dissolve, "Veg_Types", 
 "\"Vegetation\"", "PYTHON_9.3", "") 
# Process: ICHV Union... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited, Cultural, Habitats and Vegetation Union 
 Processing") 
 gp.Union_analysis("'" + finalData + 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\MIP.DBO.Habitats_Dissolve' #;'" + 
 finalData + 
 \\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\MIP.DBO.Inhabited_Dissolve' #;'" + 
 finalData + 
 "\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\\MIP.DBO.Cultural_Dissolve' #;'" + 
 finalData + 
 "\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\MIP.DBO.Vegetation_Dissolve' #", 
 protected_Areas, "ALL", "", "GAPS") 
# Process: Inhabited Cultural habitats Veg Add Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited, Cultural, Habitats and Vegetation Add 
 Field Processing.... ") 
 gp.AddField_management(protected_Areas, "Final_Types", "TEXT", 
 "", "", "", "", "NULLABLE", "NON_REQUIRED", "") 
 
# Process: Inhabited Cultural habitats Veg Calculate Field... 
 gp.AddMessage("Inhabited, Cultural, Habitats and Vegetation 
 Calculate Field Processing.... ") 
 gp.CalculateField_management(protected_Areas, "Final_Types", 
 "concat(!Inhabited_Structure_Types!, !Cultural_Sites_Types!, 
 !Habitats_Types!, !Veg_Types!)", "PYTHON_9.3", "def concat 
 (*args) :\\n   retval = \"\"\\n   sep=\"_\"\\n   for t in args 
 :\\n         s=str(t).strip()\\n         if s <> ' ' :\\n              
 retval += sep + s\\n   return retval.lstrip(sep)\\n") 
 
 
 
 
 
Python Script Code 3: Least Cost Path Script Tool  
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Name: Mohammed AlSharif 
# Cohort: 17 
# Date: 17/10/2010 
# Purpose: Create a python script to find the shortest path from the 
 fire station to incident location 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------    
 # Import system modules 
 import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting 
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# Create the Geoprocessor object 
 gp = arcgisscripting.create(9.3) 
# Check out any necessary licenses 
 gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial") 
# To accept the fire incident location 
 Incident=gp.GetparameterAsText(0) 
# To accept the which fire station will participate in the incident  
 FireCostSurface=gp.GetparameterAsText(1) 
 Path = "C:\\data\\Final MIP\\Path" 
 PathLine = "C:\\data\\Final MIP\\PathLine.shp" 
 outputsymbology="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\pathline.lyr" 
# The cost surface for both BLM and NPS fire station 
NPSTravelTime="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.NPS_TravelTime" 
NPSBackLink="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.NPS_BackLink" 
BLMTravelTime="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.BLM_TravelTime" 
BLMBackLink="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde\\MIP.DBO.BLM_BackLink" 
# To check which fire station and run the cost path process to find 
 the shortest path to fire incident 
if FireCostSurface=="1": 
   gp.CostPath_sa(Incident, NPSTravelTime, NPSBackLink, Path, 
 "EACH_CELL","OBJECTID") 
   gp.RasterToPolyline_conversion(Path, PathLine, "ZERO", "0", 
 "SIMPLIFY","VALUE") 
else: 
   gp.CostPath_sa(Incident, BLMTravelTime, BLMBackLink, Path, 
 "EACH_CELL","OBJECTID") 
   gp.RasterToPolyline_conversion(Path, PathLine, "ZERO", "0", 
 "SIMPLIFY","VALUE") 
# to set the symbology  
 gp.SetParameterAsText(1,outputsymbology) 
 
Python Script Code 4: Firebreak Priority Analysis 
Tool 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Name: Mohammed AlSharif 
# Cohort: 17 
# Date: 28/9/2010 
# Purpose: Create a python geoprocessing tool to find the final 
 output of the Priority analysis ( firebreak) 
# ------------------------------------------------------------------ 
# Import system modules 
 import sys, string, os, os.path, arcgisscripting 
# Create the Geoprocessor object 
 gp= arcgisscripting.create(9.3) 
# Define the workspace 
 gp.WorkSpace="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\MIP.sde" 
 
# Define variables that will accept the input from the user ... 
# To accept input feature class 
 Incident=gp.GetparameterAsText(0) 
 BufferRingDis=gp.GetparameterAsText(1) 
# To allow overwrite 
 gp.OverWriteOutput = 1 
#Symbology Process Variables 
 outputsymbology = "C:\\data\\Final MIP\\Final_FireBreak.lyr" 
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 FireBreak_Symbology_Final_Layer = "C:\\data\\Final 
 MIP\\Final_Layer.lyr" 
#Define Variables  
 Firebreak ="C:\\data\\Final MIP\\Final_FireBreak.shp" 
# Process: Multiple Ring Buffer Incident... 
 gp.MakeFeatureLayer_management(Incident,"IncidentFL") 
 gp.CopyFeatures_management("IncidentFL","in_memory\\incidentFC") 
 gp.MultipleRingBuffer_analysis("in_memory\\incidentFC", 
 "in_memory\\Incident_Multiple_Buffer", BufferRingDis, "Miles", 
 "distance", "ALL", "FULL") 
 
# Process: Intersect Vegetation, ICH with Incident... 
 gp.AddMessage("Intersect Vegetation, Inhabited, Cultural and 
 Habitats with Incident multiple Buffer ring Processing...")  
 gp.Intersect_analysis("'in_memory\\Incident_Multiple_Buffer' #;'" 
 + gp.WorkSpace + "\\MIP.DBO.FireBreak\\MIP.DBO.protected_Areas' 
 #", Firebreak, "ALL", "", "INPUT") 
# Process: Apply Symbology From Layer... 
 gp.SetParameterAsText(1,outputsymbology) 
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Appendix B. Web GIS Application Code 
The following programming code was used to develop a FEMS web application using 
Flex API. All GIS functions and user interface were created by this code. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 
<s:Application xmlns:fx="http://ns.adobe.com/mxml/2009" 
      xmlns:s="library://ns.adobe.com/flex/spark" 
      xmlns:mx="library://ns.adobe.com/flex/mx" 
      xmlns:Esri="http://www.Esri.com/2008/ags" 
      initialize="application_initializeHandler(event)" 
      pageTitle="Fire Emergency Management System" 
backgroundColor="Black" xmlns:layers="com.Esri.ags.layers.*" 
xmlns:local="*"> 
 
  
 <fx:Style> 
  @namespace s "library://ns.adobe.com/flex/spark"; 
  @namespace mx "library://ns.adobe.com/flex/mx"; 
  @namespace Esri "http://www.Esri.com/2008/ags"; 
  @namespace components "com.Esri.ags.components.*"; 
   
  components|InfoWindow 
  { 
   background-color : #FFFFFF; 
   border-thickness : 2; 
  } 
 </fx:Style> 
  
 <fx:Script> 
  <![CDATA[ 
   import com.Esri.ags.TimeExtent; 
    
   import mx.events.ListEvent; 
    
   import spark.components.supportClasses.Skin; 
   import spark.skins.spark.ButtonSkin; 
  ]]> 
 </fx:Script> 
  
 <!-- Import the Classes --> 
  
 <fx:Script> 
    <![CDATA[ 
  import mx.events.Request; 
  import flash.net.navigateToURL; 
  import flashx.textLayout.formats.Float; 
  import com.Esri.ags.components.supportClasses.IntegerField; 
  import spark.components.ComboBox; 
  import com.Esri.ags.FeatureSet; 
  import com.Esri.ags.events.GeoprocessorEvent; 
  import com.Esri.ags.events.QueryEvent; 
  import com.Esri.ags.geometry.Polygon; 
 import com.Esri.ags.layers.FeatureLayer; 
 import com.Esri.ags.tasks.supportClasses.ExecuteResult; 
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 import com.Esri.ags.tasks.supportClasses.ParameterValue; 
 import mx.collections.ArrayCollection; 
 import com.Esri.ags.FeatureSet; 
 import com.Esri.ags.Graphic; 
 import com.Esri.ags.SpatialReference; 
 import com.Esri.ags.Esri_internal; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.ExtentEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.FindEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.MapEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.MapMouseEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.ZoomEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.geometry.Extent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.geometry.Geometry; 
 import com.Esri.ags.geometry.MapPoint; 
 import com.Esri.ags.layers.supportClasses.FeatureEditResult; 
 import com.Esri.ags.layers.supportClasses.FeatureType; 
 import com.Esri.ags.tasks.supportClasses.NAMessage; 
 import com.Esri.ags.utils.GraphicUtil; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.DrawEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.events.GeometryServiceEvent; 
 import com.Esri.ags.geometry.Polyline; 
 import com.Esri.ags.tasks.supportClasses.LengthsParameters; 
 import mx.printing.FlexPrintJobScaleType; 
 import mx.printing.FlexPrintJob; 
 import mx.controls.Alert; 
 import mx.events.FlexEvent; 
 import mx.messaging.management.Attribute; 
 import mx.events.ItemClickEvent; 
 import spark.events.IndexChangeEvent; 
 import flash.utils.flash_proxy; 
 import mx.controls.ToolTip; 
 import mx.rpc.AsyncResponder; 
 [bindable] 
 import mx.controls.Alert; 
 import mx.rpc.events.FaultEvent; 
 private var counter:Number; 
 [Bindable]private var latestEndpoint:MapPoint; 
 private var dt:Date=new Date(); 
 public var PointCoord: MapPoint; 
 private var firestation:String; 
 private var type:int; 
 private var bufferRing:String; 
 private var check:int; 
 private var check2:int; 
 import com.Esri.ags.tools.NavigationTool; 
 import mx.logging.LogEventLevel; 
 import spark.events.IndexChangeEvent; 
 public var ClearGraphic:int; 
   
 
/////////// FireBreak Priority Analysis Code////////////// 
    
private function GetFireBreak(event:MouseEvent):void 
{ 
type=2; 
FirebreakgraphicsLayer.clear(); 
var y:Number=Number(BufferDistance.text)/5; 
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var x:Number=2 * y; 
var m:Number= y + x; 
var n:Number=m + y; 
var s:Number= Number(BufferDistance.text) 
bufferRing=String(y.toFixed(1)) + ";" + String(x.toFixed(1)) + ";" + 
String(m.toFixed(1)) + ";" + String(n.toFixed(1)) + ";" + 
String(s.toFixed(1)); 
var graphic:Graphic = new Graphic(PointCoord); 
FirebreakgraphicsLayer.add(graphic); 
var myFeatureSet:FeatureSet= new FeatureSet([{ geometry: PointCoord 
}]); 
var params:Object= 
 { 
 "Incident":myFeatureSet, 
 "BDistance":bufferRing 
 }; 
if(check==1) 
{ 
 if (check2!=1) 
 { 
 Alert.show("There are no selected incident, Please select or add 
 a new incident location using the fire symbol.","Fire Emergency 
 Management System"); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
 if(BufferDistance.text !="") 
 { 
 FireBreakGP.execute(params, new AsyncResponder(AnalysisonResult, 
 AnalysisonFault)); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
 Alert.show("Please enter the distance first","Fire Emergency 
 Management System"); 
 } 
 } 
} 
else 
{ 
Alert.show("There is no active incident, Please click the fire symbol 
to insert fire incident first","Fire Emergency Management System") 
} 
     
} 
    
///////////////////////// Shortest Path code ////////////////// 
private function GetShortest(event:MouseEvent):void 
{ 
if (check ==1) 
 { 
 type=1; 
 graphicsLayer.clear(); 
 var graphic:Graphic = new Graphic(PointCoord); 
 graphicsLayer.add(graphic); 
 PointGraphiclayer.add(graphic) 
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 var myFeatureSet:FeatureSet= new FeatureSet([{ geometry: 
 PointCoord }]); 
 if (FSSelection.selectedIndex==0) 
 { 
  firestation="1"; 
 } 
 if(FSSelection.selectedIndex==1) 
 { 
  firestation="2"; 
 } 
      
 if (check2!=1) 
 { 
 Alert.show("There are no selected incident, Please select or add 
 a new incident location using the fire symbol.","Fire Emergency 
 Management System"); 
 } 
 else 
 {  
 var params:Object= 
 { 
  "Incident":myFeatureSet, 
  "Fire_Station":firestation 
       
 }; 
     
 ShortestGP.execute(params, new AsyncResponder(AnalysisonResult, 
 AnalysisonFault)); 
 }  
 } 
else 
{ 
Alert.show("There are no active incident, Please click the fire Symbol 
to insert fire incident first","Fire Emergency Management  System") 
} 
} 
////////////////////////////end of Shortest Path//////////////////// 
//code for Both Shortest path and Firebreak Priority Analysis 
    
private function executeCompleteHandler(event:GeoprocessorEvent):void 
{ 
if (type==1) 
{ 
for each (var myGraphicPath:Graphic in 
event.executeResult.results[0].value.features) 
{ 
 var PathPoint: MapPoint= new 
 MapPoint(605476,3750892,myMap.spatialReference)   
 graphicsLayer.remove(myGraphicPath); 
 graphicsLayer.add(myGraphicPath); 
 myMap.centerAt(PathPoint); 
 myMap.scale=600000; 
} 
} 
else 
{ 
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for each (var myGraphicFire:Graphic in 
event.executeResult.results[0].value.features) 
{ 
 FirebreakgraphicsLayer.remove(myGraphicFire);  
 FirebreakgraphicsLayer.add(myGraphicFire); 
 myMap.centerAt(PointCoord); 
 myMap.scale=30000; 
} 
}    
} 
    
private function AnalysisonResult(gpResult:ExecuteResult=null, 
token:Object=null):void 
{ 
if( type==1) 
{ 
 var pv:ParameterValue=gpResult.results[0]; 
 var fs:FeatureSet = pv.value as FeatureSet; 
 graphicsLayer.graphicProvider = fs.features; 
} 
else 
{ 
 var pvFirebreak:ParameterValue=gpResult.results[0]; 
 var fsFirebreak:FeatureSet = pvFirebreak.value as FeatureSet; 
 FirebreakgraphicsLayer.graphicProvider = fsFirebreak.features; 
 Firebreakbasic.visible=false; 
 Firebreakdone.visible=true; 
} 
} 
private function AnalysisonFault(info:Object, token:Object = null):void 
{ 
 if ( type==1) 
 { 
  Alert.show(info.toString()); 
  graphicsLayer.clear(); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  Alert.show(info.toString()); 
  FirebreakgraphicsLayer.clear(); 
 } 
} 
      
///// End Of Shortest Path and FireBreak code Code ///////////////// 
     
   
private function myMap_loadHandler():void 
     
{ 
 myMap.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_MOVE, mouseMoveHandler);  
} 
 
private function myMap_mapClickHandler(event:MapMouseEvent):void 
{   
 if(check==1) 
 { 
  PointCoord=event.mapPoint  
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  check2=1; 
 } 
     
} 
private function Search(x:String):void   
{  
 if (x=="1") 
 { 
 USGSFindTask.execute(USGSNameParams,new 
 AsyncResponder(SearchonResult, onFault) );  
 } 
 else if (x=="2") 
 { 
 JeffFindTask.execute(JeffNameParams,new   
 AsyncResponder(SearchonResult, onFault) );  
 } 
 else if (x=="3") 
 { 
 var searctattributes:String="TOWNSHIP='" + 
 TownshipSearchInput.text + "' AND RANGE='" + 
 RangeSearchInput.text + "' AND SECTION='" + 
 SectionSearchInput.text + "'"; 
 PLSSNameParams.where=searctattributes 
 PLSSFindTask.execute(PLSSNameParams,new 
 AsyncResponder(PLSSonResult, onFault) ); 
      
 } 
} 
  
private function SearchonResult(featureSet:FeatureSet, token:Object = 
null):void  
{                       
// clear the graphics layer   
SearchGraphicsLayer.clear(); 
if (featureSet.features.length == 0)     
{                         
Alert.show("No name is matching with the name that you enter it","Fire 
Emergency Management System"); 
}                    
else                   
{                         
var myFirstGraphic:Graphic = featureSet.features[0]; 
SearchGraphicsLayer.add(myFirstGraphic); 
myMap.centerAt(MapPoint(myFirstGraphic.geometry)); 
myMap.scale=40000;         
} 
} 
private function PLSSonResult(featureSet:FeatureSet, token:Object = 
null):void  
{                     
// clear the graphics layer  
SearchGraphicsLayer.clear(); 
if (featureSet.features.length == 0)     
{                         
Alert.show("No PLSS is matching with PLSS (Township, Range, Section) 
that you enter it","Fire Emergency Management System"); 
}                    
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else                   
{                         
var graphicsExtent:Extent = 
GraphicUtil.getGraphicsExtent(featureSet.features); 
if (graphicsExtent) 
{ 
 myMap.extent = graphicsExtent; 
 myMap.scale=15000; 
} 
} 
} 
    
private function onFault(info:Object, token:Object = null):void               
{                     
 Alert.show(info.toString());       
} 
    
    
// code to convert the x, y coordinates to latitude and longitude  
    
private function mouseMoveHandler(event:MouseEvent):void  
{                 
const mapPoint:MapPoint = myMap.toMapFromStage(event.stageX, 
event.stageY); 
MapX.text=mapPoint.x.toFixed(0); 
MapY.text=mapPoint.y.toFixed(0); 
var a:Number=6378137; 
var e:Number=0.081819191; 
var e1sq:Number=0.006739497; 
var k0:Number=0.9996; 
var arc:Number=Number(MapY.text)/k0; 
var mu:Number= mu = arc / (a * (1 - Math.pow(e,2)/ 4.0 - 3 * 
Math.pow(e, 4) / 64.0 - 5 * Math.pow(e, 6) / 256.0)); 
var ei:Number = (1 - Math.pow((1 - e * e), (1 / 2.0))) / (1 + 
Math.pow((1 - e * e), (1 / 2.0)))   
var ca:Number = 3 * ei / 2 - 27 * Math.pow(ei, 3) / 32.0  
var cb:Number = 21 * Math.pow(ei, 2) / 16 - 55 * Math.pow(ei, 4) / 32  
var cc:Number = 151 * Math.pow(ei, 3) / 96  
var cd:Number = 1097 * Math.pow(ei, 4) / 512  
var phi1:Number = mu + ca * Math.sin(2 * mu) + cb * Math.sin(4 * mu) 
+ cc * Math.sin(6 * mu) + cd * Math.sin(8 * mu)   
var n0:Number = a / Math.pow((1 - Math.pow((e * Math.sin(phi1)), 2)), 
(1 / 2.0))   
var r0:Number = a * (1 - e * e) / Math.pow((1 - Math.pow((e * 
Math.sin(phi1)), 2)), (3 / 2.0))  
var fact1:Number = n0 * Math.tan(phi1) / r0  
var _a1:Number = 500000 - Number(MapX.text)  
var dd0:Number = _a1 / (n0 * k0)  
var fact2:Number = dd0 * dd0 / 2   
var t0:Number = Math.pow(Math.tan(phi1), 2)  
var Q0:Number = e1sq * Math.pow(Math.cos(phi1), 2)  
var fact3:Number = (5 + 3 * t0 + 10 * Q0 - 4 * Q0 * Q0 - 9 * e1sq) * 
Math.pow(dd0, 4) / 24  
      
var fact4:Number = (61 + 90 * t0 + 298 * Q0 + 45 * t0 * t0 - 252 * 
e1sq - 3 * Q0 * Q0) * Math.pow(dd0, 6) / 720  
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var lof1:Number = _a1 / (n0 * k0)  
var lof2:Number = (1 + 2 * t0 + Q0) * Math.pow(dd0, 3) / 6.0  
var lof3:Number = (5 - 2 * Q0 + 28 * t0 - 3 * Math.pow(Q0, 2) + 8 * 
e1sq + 24 * Math.pow(t0, 2)) * Math.pow(dd0, 5) / 120  
var _a2:Number = (lof1 - lof2 + lof3) / Math.cos(phi1)  
var _a3:Number = _a2 * 180 / Math.PI 
      
var latitude:Number = 180 * (phi1 - fact1 * (fact2 + fact3 + fact4)) 
/ Math.PI 
      
var longitude:Number = -117 - _a3 
PixelX.text=String(longitude.toFixed(3)); 
PixelY.text=String(latitude.toFixed(3)); 
     
} 
   
    
 
private function searchbycoordinates():void 
{ 
   
if (((Number(int(lat.text)) > 90) || (Number(int(lat.text))< - 90) || 
(Number(int(Long.text))> 180) || (Number(int(Long.text))< -180) )) 
{ 
 Alert.show(" The latitude value must be from -90.0 t0 90.0 and 
 the longtitude value must be from -180.0 to 180.0.0","Fire 
 Emergency Management System") 
       
} 
else 
{ 
 var a:Number=6378137; 
 var e:Number=0.081819191; 
 var e1sq:Number=0.006739497; 
 var k0:Number=0.9996; 
 var latitude:Number = degreeToRadian(Number(lat.text)); 
 var rho:Number = a * (1 - e * e) / Math.pow(1 - Math.pow(e * 
 Math.sin(latitude), 2), 3 / 2.0); 
       
 var nu:Number = a / Math.pow(1 - Math.pow(e * Math.sin(latitude), 
 2), (1 / 2.0)); 
       
 var var1:Number; 
 if (Number(Long.text) < 0.0) 
 { 
  var1 = ((int) ((180 + Number(Long.text)) / 6.0)) + 1; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
  var1 = ((int) (Number(Long.text) / 6)) + 31; 
 } 
var var2:Number = (6 * var1) - 183; 
var var3:Number= Number(Long.text) - var2; 
var p:Number = var3 * 3600 / 10000; 
var S:Number = 6367449.146 * latitude - 16038.42955 * Math.sin(2 * 
latitude) + 16.83261333 * Math.sin(4 * latitude) - 0.021984404 
* Math.sin(6 * latitude) + 0.000312705 * Math.sin(8 * latitude); 
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var K1:Number = S * k0; 
var K2:Number = nu * Math.sin(latitude) * Math.cos(latitude) * 
Math.pow(4.84814E-06, 2) * k0 * (100000000) / 2; 
var K3:Number = ((Math.pow(4.84814E-06, 4) * nu * Math.sin(latitude) * 
Math.pow(Math.cos(latitude), 3)) / 24) 
* (5 - Math.pow(Math.tan(latitude), 2) + 9 * e1sq * 
Math.pow(Math.cos(latitude), 2) + 4 
* Math.pow(e1sq, 2) * Math.pow(Math.cos(latitude), 4))* k0; 
       
var K4:Number = nu * Math.cos(latitude) * 4.84814E-06 * k0 * 10000; 
       
var K5:Number = Math.pow(4.84814E-06 * Math.cos(latitude), 3) * (nu / 
6)* (1 - Math.pow(Math.tan(latitude), 2) + e1sq * 
Math.pow(Math.cos(latitude), 2)) * k0; 
       
var A6:Number = (Math.pow(p * 4.84814E-06, 6) * nu * Math.sin(latitude) 
* Math.pow(Math.cos(latitude), 5) / 720)* (61 - 58 * 
Math.pow(Math.tan(latitude), 2) + Math.pow(Math.tan(latitude), 4) + 270 
* e1sq * Math.pow(Math.cos(latitude), 2) - 330 * e1sq 
* Math.pow(Math.sin(latitude), 2)) * k0 * (1E+24); 
       
var northing:Number = K1 + K2 * p * p + K3 * Math.pow(p, 4); 
if (latitude < 0.0) 
{ 
 northing = 10000000 + northing; 
} 
var easting:Number=500000 + (K4 * p + K5 * Math.pow(p, 3)); 
   
var point:MapPoint = new MapPoint(Number(easting.toFixed(3)), 
Number(northing.toFixed(3))); 
var myFirstGraphic:Graphic = new Graphic(point) 
SearchGraphicsLayer.add(myFirstGraphic); 
myMap.centerAt(point); 
myMap.scale=50000;  
    
} 
} 
    
public function degreeToRadian(degree:Number):Number 
{ 
 return degree * Math.PI / 180; 
} 
    
    
 
protected function tbb_itemClickHandler(event:ItemClickEvent):void 
{ 
if ((tbb.selectedIndex < 0) && (tbb1.selectedIndex < 0) && 
(tbb2.selectedIndex < 0) && (tbb3.selectedIndex<0)&& 
(tbb4.selectedIndex<0) ) 
 { 
  // when toggling a tool off, deactivate it 
  myDrawTool.deactivate(); 
 } 
 else 
 { 
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 switch (event.item.label) 
 { 
 case "MAPPOINT": 
 { 
 tbb.toolTip=" Drawing MapPoint"     
 myDrawTool.activate(DrawTool.MAPPOINT); 
 break; 
 } 
       
 case "POLYLINE": 
 { 
 tbb.toolTip=" Drawing Polyline" 
      
 drawTool.activate(DrawTool.POLYLINE); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "FREEHAND_POLYLINE": 
 { 
 tbb.toolTip=" Drawing FREEHAND Polyline" 
      
 drawTool.activate(DrawTool.FREEHAND_POLYLINE); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "POLYGON": 
 { 
 tbb1.toolTip=" Drawing Polygon" 
      
 myDrawTool.activate(DrawTool.POLYGON); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "FREEHAND_POLYGON": 
 { 
 tbb1.toolTip=" Drawing FREEHAND Polygon" 
      
 myDrawTool.activate(DrawTool.FREEHAND_POLYGON); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "EXTENT": 
 { 
 tbb1.toolTip="Drawing Rectangle Polygon" 
      
 myDrawTool.activate(DrawTool.EXTENT); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "CIRCLE": 
 { 
 tbb1.toolTip="Drawing Circle"; 
      
 myDrawTool.activate(DrawTool.CIRCLE); 
 break; 
 } 
case "CLEAR": 
{ 
tbb2.toolTip="Clear the drawing Graphic"; 
myGraphicsLayer.clear(); 
resultLayer.clear(); 
break; 
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} 
case "HELP": 
tbb4.toolTip="Help" 
navigateToURL(new URLRequest(“FEMS Help.pdf")); 
break; 
} 
case "CLEARSelection": 
{ 
// Clear selection of graphic layer 
tbb3.toolTip="Clear Selection"; 
myGraphicsLayer.clear(); 
graphicsLayer.clear(); 
PointGraphiclayer.clear(); 
FirebreakgraphicsLayer.clear(); 
resultLayer.clear(); 
SearchGraphicsLayer.clear(); 
Firebreakbasic.visible=true; 
Firebreakdone.visible=false; 
ClearGraphic=1;       
break; 
} 
case "FULLEXTENT": 
{ 
tbb3.toolTip="Full Extent"; 
var FullExtentPoint: MapPoint= new 
MapPoint(605476,3750892,myMap.spatialReference); 
myMap.centerAt(FullExtentPoint); 
myMap.scale=600000; 
break; 
} 
case "ZoomOut": 
{ 
tbb3.toolTip="Zoom Out"; 
navTool.activate(NavigationTool.ZOOM_OUT); 
break; 
} 
case "ZoomIn": 
{ 
tbb3.toolTip = "Zoom In"; 
navTool.activate(NavigationTool.ZOOM_IN); 
break; 
} 
case "ZoomPrevious": 
{ 
tbb3.toolTip="Zoom to Previous"; 
navTool.zoomToPrevExtent(); 
break; 
} 
case "ZoomNext": 
{ 
 tbb3.toolTip="Zoom to Next"; 
 navTool.zoomToNextExtent(); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "PAN": 
 { 
 tbb3.toolTip="Pan"; 
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 navTool.activate(NavigationTool.PAN);      
 break; 
 } 
 case "Cursor": 
 { 
 tbb3.toolTip="Pointer"; 
 MouseCursor.ARROW; 
 navTool.deactivate(); 
 myDrawTool.deactivate(); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "Ellipse": 
 { 
 tbb3.toolTip="Drawing Ellipse"; 
      
 myDrawTool.activate(DrawTool.ELLIPSE); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "PRINT": 
 { 
 tbb4.toolTip="Print"; 
      
 doPrint(FlexPrintJobScaleType.SHOW_ALL); 
 break; 
 } 
 case "INFO": 
 { 
 tbb4.toolTip="Information"; 
 Alert.show("Fire Emergency Management System is a system to help 
 Joshua Tree National Park\n"+ 
 "Fire Station to deal with a Fire.\n"+ 
 "It is one of the Requirements to graduate from University of 
 Redlands\n"+ 
 "with Master in GIS Professional Degree",”Fire Emergency 
 Management System”); 
 break; 
 } 
          
 } 
 } 
 } 
    
 protected function drawTool_drawEndHandler(event:DrawEvent):void 
 { 
 // reset after finished drawing a feature 
 myDrawTool.deactivate(); 
 tbb.selectedIndex = -1; 
 tbb1.selectedIndex = -1; 
 tbb2.selectedIndex = -1; 
 tbb3.selectedIndex = -1; 
tbb4.selectedIndex = -1; 
} 
    
private function drawEndHandler(event:DrawEvent):void 
{ 
var drawnLine:Polyline = Polyline(event.graphic.geometry); 
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var lengthsParameters:LengthsParameters = new LengthsParameters(); 
lengthsParameters.geodesic = true; 
lengthsParameters.polylines = [ drawnLine ]; 
latestEndpoint = drawnLine.paths[0][0] as MapPoint;  
geometryService.lengths(lengthsParameters); 
} 
    
private function 
lengthsCompleteHandler(event:GeometryServiceEvent):void 
{ 
// Report as meters if less than 3km, otherwise Miles 
var dist:Number = (event.result as Array)[0]; 
var myAttributes:Object = {}; 
if (dist < 3000) 
{ 
 myAttributes.distance = Math.round(dist * 3) + " feet"; 
} 
else 
{ 
myAttributes.distance = Number(dist / 1609.344 ).toFixed(1) + " Mile"; 
} 
var g:Graphic = new Graphic(latestEndpoint, myInfoSymbol, 
myAttributes); 
resultLayer.add(g); 
drawTool.deactivate(); 
} 
    
   
protected function application_initializeHandler(event:FlexEvent):void 
{ 
 myEditor.featureLayers = [ Incidents]; 
 myMap.zoomSliderVisible=false; 
 Incidents.definitionExpression= "Status='No'"; 
    
} 
    
public function checkStatus():void 
{ 
check=1;   
     
} 
    
///////////////////////////////Printing the page //////////// 
private function doPrint(myFlexPrintJobScaleType:String):void 
{ 
// Create an instance of the FlexPrintJob class. 
var myPrintJob:FlexPrintJob = new FlexPrintJob(); 
     
// Start the print job. 
if (myPrintJob.start()) 
 { 
  try 
  { 
       
  // Add the panel to print. 
  myPrintJob.addObject(myPanel, myFlexPrintJobScaleType); 
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  } 
  catch (error:Error) 
  { 
  Alert.show(error.toString()); 
  } 
       // Send the job to the printer. 
  myPrintJob.send(); 
  } 
 } 
    
 public function map_ChangeHander(event:Event):void 
 { 
    
  // change the overview with main map 
 OverviewGraphic.geometry=myMap.extent; 
 OverviewGraphicLayer.refresh(); 
 if (myMap.scale > 800000) 
 { 
 var FullExtentPoint: MapPoint= new   
 MapPoint(605476,3750892,myMap.spatialReference); 
 myMap.centerAt(FullExtentPoint);  
 myMap.scale=600000; 
       
 } 
      
 // change the legend  
 if ((myMap.scale > 550000) && (ClearGraphic==1)) 
 { 
 Firebreakbasic.visible=true; 
 Firebreakdone.visible=false; 
       
 } 
 if(myMap.scale <550000) 
 { 
 coord.visible=false; 
 } 
 else 
 { 
 coord.visible=true; 
 } 
      
 } 
 public function myMap_Change(event:Event):void 
 { 
 myMap.extent=overview.extent; 
  
     
 } 
 
 
///////////////// Sliding Code //////////////////// 
    
   
private function myDataTipFunc(val:String):void  
{ 
      
if (String(val) == "0") 
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{ 
 Main.alpha=1.0; 
 wild.alpha=0.6; 
       
} 
else if (String(val) == "5") 
{ 
 Main.alpha=0.6; 
 wild.alpha=1.0; 
       
} 
else if (String(val) == "10") 
{ 
 Main.alpha=0.0; 
 wild.alpha=1.0;    
       
} 
      
     
} 
   
 ]]> 
</fx:Script> 
<fx:Declarations> 
  
 
<!-- Navigation Tools Start --> 
<Esri:NavigationTool id="navTool" map="{myMap}"/> 
<mx:TraceTarget   includeCategory="true" 
        includeLevel="true" 
   includeTime="true" 
   level="{LogEventLevel.DEBUG}"/> 
<!-- Navigations Tool End --> 
   
<Esri:SimpleFillSymbol id="OverGraphicSymbol" alpha="0.0" > 
 <Esri:SimpleLineSymbol color="0x990000" width="4"/> 
</Esri:SimpleFillSymbol> 
   
<!-- FireBreak Firebreak Priority Analysis Declarations--> 
<Esri:SimpleFillSymbol id="Inhabited" color="0x990000" alpha="1.0"> 
 <Esri:SimpleLineSymbol color="0x000000" width="1"/> 
</Esri:SimpleFillSymbol> 
   
<Esri:SimpleFillSymbol id="Habitats" color="#FFFF00" alpha="1.0"> 
 <Esri:SimpleLineSymbol color="0x000000"   width="1"/> 
</Esri:SimpleFillSymbol> 
   
<Esri:SimpleFillSymbol id="Cultural" color="#151B8D" alpha="1.0"> 
 <Esri:SimpleLineSymbol color="0x000000"   width="1"/> 
</Esri:SimpleFillSymbol> 
   
   
   
 <Esri:SimpleFillSymbol id="Vegetation" color="0x99FF33"> 
  <Esri:SimpleLineSymbol color="0x000000" width="1"/> 
 </Esri:SimpleFillSymbol> 
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 <Esri:Geoprocessor 
   executeComplete="executeCompleteHandler(event)" 
   outSpatialReference="{myMap.spatialReference}"  
   id="FireBreakGP" url="http://gis664-
01/ArcGIS/rest/services/MIPWebToolbox/GPServer/FireBreakPriority" 
   showBusyCursor="true" useAMF="false"/> 
<!-- End of Firebreak Priority Analysis Declarations --> 
   
   
<!-- Shortest Path Declarations --> 
<Esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol id="Incident" 
     size="15" 
     style="circle" color="0x990000"> 
<Esri:SimpleLineSymbol width="4"/> 
</Esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol> 
 
<Esri:SimpleLineSymbol id="shortestpath" 
    width="5" 
    alpha="0.5" 
         color="0x0000FF"/> 
   
<Esri:Geoprocessor 
  executeComplete="executeCompleteHandler(event)" 
  outSpatialReference="{myMap.spatialReference}"  
  id="ShortestGP" url="http://gis664- 
 01/ArcGIS/rest/services/MIPWebToolbox/GPServer/LeastCostPath" 
  showBusyCursor="true" useAMF="false"/> 
   
<!-- End of Shortest Path Declarations --> 
   
   
<!-- Place non-visual elements (e.g., services, value objects) here --> 
<Esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol id="mfs" alpha="0.9"  color="0x990000" /> 
<Esri:QueryTask id="USGSFindTask" useAMF="false" 
   url="http://gis664- 
 01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/MapServer/4"/> 
<Esri:Query id="USGSNameParams" text="{searchInput.text}"  
 returnGeometry="true" 
 outSpatialReference="{myMap.spatialReference}"> 
 <Esri:outFields> 
 <fx:String>NAME</fx:String> 
 </Esri:outFields> 
</Esri:Query> 
<Esri:QueryTask id="JeffFindTask" useAMF="false" 
   url="http://gis664-
 01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/MapServer/5"/> 
<Esri:Query id="JeffNameParams" text="{JeffSearchInput.text}"  
 returnGeometry="true" 
 outSpatialReference="{myMap.spatialReference}"> 
 <Esri:outFields> 
 <fx:String>LOCATION</fx:String> 
 </Esri:outFields> 
</Esri:Query> 
<Esri:QueryTask id="PLSSFindTask" useAMF="false" 
   url="http://gis664-
 01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/MapServer/7"/> 
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<Esri:Query id="PLSSNameParams" returnGeometry="true" 
 outSpatialReference="{myMap.spatialReference}"> 
 <Esri:outFields> 
 <fx:String>TOWNSHIP</fx:String> 
 <fx:String>RANGE</fx:String> 
 <fx:String>SECTION</fx:String> 
 </Esri:outFields> 
</Esri:Query> 
<!-- Symbol for all point shapes --> 
<Esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol id="sms" 
    color="#461B7E" 
    size="12" 
    style="square"/> 
   
<!-- Symbol for all line shapes --> 
<Esri:SimpleLineSymbol id="sls" 
    width="6" 
    color="Black"/> 
   
<!-- Symbol for all polygon shapes --> 
<Esri:SimpleFillSymbol id="sfs" 
     color="#7401DF" 
    style="diagonalcross"> 
<Esri:outline> 
<Esri:SimpleLineSymbol width="2" color="Black"/> 
</Esri:outline> 
</Esri:SimpleFillSymbol>   
<Esri:DrawTool id="myDrawTool" 
           
 drawEnd="drawTool_drawEndHandler(event)" 
 fillSymbol="{sfs}" 
 graphicsLayer="{myGraphicsLayer}" 
 lineSymbol="{sls}" 
 map="{myMap}" 
 markerSymbol="{sms}"/> 
<Esri:DrawTool id="drawTool" 
  drawEnd="drawEndHandler(event)" 
  graphicsLayer="{myGraphicsLayer}" 
  lineSymbol="{sls}" 
  map="{myMap}" 
  markerSymbol="{sms}"/> 
<Esri:InfoSymbol id="myInfoSymbol"> 
<Esri:infoRenderer> 
 <fx:Component> 
<s:DataRenderer> 
<s:Label paddingBottom="3" 
 paddingLeft="3" 
 paddingRight="3" 
 paddingTop="3" 
 text="This line is {data.distance}"/> 
 </s:DataRenderer> 
  </fx:Component> 
 </Esri:infoRenderer> 
 </Esri:InfoSymbol> 
 <Esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol id="SearchPoint"  
     size="15" 
     color="0xFF0000" 
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     style="circle"> 
 <Esri:SimpleLineSymbol width="2" color="black"/> 
 </Esri:SimpleMarkerSymbol>    
   
 <Esri:GeometryService id="geometryService" 
    concurrency="last"       
    lengthsComplete="lengthsCompleteHandler(event)" 
    showBusyCursor="true" 
    url="http://gis664-  
 01/ArcGIS/rest/services/Geometry/GeometryServer"/> 
</fx:Declarations> 
  
 
  
 
<s:BorderContainer x="253" y="90" width="65%" height="100%" 
cornerRadius="10" > 
   
<s:Panel x="0" y="0" width="100%" height="100%" borderColor="#F87431" 
cornerRadius="10" id="myPanel" > 
      
<Esri:Map id="myMap" logoVisible="false" load="myMap_loadHandler()" 
mapClick="myMap_mapClickHandler(event)" 
extentChange="map_ChangeHander(event)"> 
    
<Esri:ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer  url="http://gis664-
01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/MapServer" id="wild"> 
  <Esri:visibleLayers> 
   <s:ArrayCollection> 
    <fx:Number>8</fx:Number> 
   </s:ArrayCollection> 
  </Esri:visibleLayers> 
</Esri:ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer> 
    
 
<Esri:ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer url="http://gis664-
01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/MapServer" id="Main"/> 
    
<Esri:FeatureLayer id="Incidents" 
   mode="snapshot" 
   outFields="*" 
   url="http://gis664- 
 01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/FeatureServer/6"   
 click="checkStatus()"   /> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="myGraphicsLayer" symbol="{sfs}"/> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="SearchGraphicsLayer" symbol="{SearchPoint}"/> 
    
<!--Shortest Path Graphic Layer --> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="graphicsLayer" symbol="{shortestpath}"/> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="PointGraphiclayer" symbol="{Incident}"/> 
    
<!-- End of Graphic layer for shortest path --> 
<!-- Firebreal Graphic Layer --> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="FirebreakgraphicsLayer"> 
<Esri:renderer> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueRenderer attribute="Final_Type"> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Vegetation"  symbol="{Vegetation}"/> 
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 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Habitats_"  symbol="{Habitats}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Habitats_Vegetation"   
 symbol="{Habitats}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Cultural Sites__"  
 symbol="{Cultural}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Inhabited Structure___"  
 symbol="{Inhabited}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Cultural sites_Habitats_"  
 symbol="{Cultural}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Inhabited Structure__Habitats_" 
 symbol="{Inhabited}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Cultural Sites__Vegetation"  
 symbol="{Cultural}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Inhabited Structure___Vegetation"  
 symbol="{Inhabited}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Cultural Sites_Habitats_Vegetation"  
 symbol="{Cultural}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Inhabited 
 Structure__Habitats_Vegetation"  symbol="{Inhabited}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Inhabited Structure_Cultural 
 Sites__Vegetation"  symbol="{Inhabited}"/> 
 <Esri:UniqueValueInfo value="Inhabited Structure_Cultural 
 Sites_Habitats_Vegetation"  symbol="{Inhabited}"/> 
       
 </Esri:UniqueValueRenderer> 
</Esri:renderer> 
</Esri:GraphicsLayer> 
    
    
<!-- End FireBreak Graphic layer --> 
    
<!-- Drawing tools graphic Layer --> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="resultLayer"/> 
<!-- End of Drawing tools graphic Layer --> 
</Esri:Map> 
    
   
   
<mx:HBox right="5" top="15"> 
    
 <mx:HBox right="5" top="5" backgroundColor="0x000000" 
 verticalAlign="bottom" alpha="0.6"> 
 <mx:Label text="BaseMap" color="0xFFFFFF" fontWeight="bold" /> 
 <s:HSlider height="10"  
          
 dataTipFormatFunction="myDataTipFunc"> 
 </s:HSlider> 
 <mx:Label text="Wilderness" color="0xFFFFFF" fontWeight="bold"/> 
 </mx:HBox> 
</mx:HBox> 
<mx:ToggleButtonBar id="tbb3" 
     
 itemClick="tbb_itemClickHandler(event)" 
 labelField="null" 
 selectedIndex="-1" 
 toggleOnClick="true" x="0" y="-30" buttonWidth="50"  
 buttonHeight="35" > 
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<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_clear.png')" label="CLEARSelection"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_zoomfull.png')" label="FULLEXTENT"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_zoomout.png')" label="ZoomOut" 
id="zoomout"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_zoomin.png')" label="ZoomIn" 
id="zoomin"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_zoomprevious.png')" 
label="ZoomPrevious"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_zoomnext.png')" label="ZoomNext"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_pan.png')" label="PAN"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_expand.png)" label="Cursor"/> 
     
</mx:ToggleButtonBar> 
    
<mx:ToggleButtonBar id="tbb4" 
       
 itemClick="tbb_itemClickHandler(event)" 
 labelField="null" 
 selectedIndex="-1" 
 toggleOnClick="true" x="780" y="-30" buttonWidth="50" 
height="35"> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_help.png')" label="HELP" id="help"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_about.png')" label="INFO"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_print.png')" label="PRINT"/> 
      
</mx:ToggleButtonBar> 
<mx:HBox width="100%" bottom="10" x="215" id="coord"> 
<s:Label x="215"   id="maplb" text="Map X Easting:" color="#000000" 
bottom="10" fontWeight="bold" fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="270"  bottom="10" id="MapX" color="white" fontWeight="bold"  
fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="330"  bottom="10" text="Map Y Northing:" color="#000000" 
fontWeight="bold" fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="380"  bottom="10" id="MapY" color="white" fontWeight="bold"   
fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="450"  bottom="10" text="Latitude:"  color="#000000" 
fontWeight="bold" fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="520"  bottom="10" id="PixelY" color="white" 
fontWeight="bold" fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="620"   bottom="10" text="Longitude:" color="#000000" 
fontWeight="bold" fontSize="16"/> 
<s:Label x="705"  bottom="10" id="PixelX" color="white" 
fontWeight="bold" fontSize="16"/> 
    
</mx:HBox> 
</s:Panel> 
</s:BorderContainer> 
  
<s:BorderContainer x="0" y="1" width="100%" height="82" 
borderColor="#F87431" backgroundColor="Black" cornerRadius="10"> 
<s:backgroundFill> 
<s:LinearGradient rotation="90"> 
<s:GradientEntry color="0xE2E2E2" /> 
<s:GradientEntry color="0x323232" /> 
</s:LinearGradient> 
</s:backgroundFill> 
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<mx:Image  x="5" height="75" width="100%" source="j-
tree_pano2_1400.jpg"/> 
<mx:Image  height="78" width="100%" source="j-tree_pano1_1400.jpg" 
x="1085"/> 
<mx:Image x="400" y="14" width="4%" height="50" 
source="NationalParkServi20logo.png"/> 
<mx:Image x="1000" y="14" width="6%" height="50" source="406_1.gif"/> 
  <s:Label x="550" y="15" text="Joshua Tree National Park" 
color="Black" fontSize="25" fontFamily="Courier New"  
fontWeight="bold"/> 
<s:Label x="540" y="50" text="Fire Emergency Management System" 
color="Black" fontSize="20" fontFamily="Courier New" 
chromeColor="#300303" kerning="auto" fontWeight="bold"/> 
</s:BorderContainer> 
  
  
  
<s:BorderContainer x="12" y="90" width="16%" height="278" 
borderColor="#F87431" backgroundColor="Black" cornerRadius="10"> 
  <s:backgroundFill> 
   <s:LinearGradient rotation="90"> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0xE2E2E2" /> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0x323232" /> 
   </s:LinearGradient> 
  </s:backgroundFill> 
<mx:Accordion  cornerRadius="25" width="95%" height="268"  
backgroundColor="#736F6E" label="Searching Types" top="4" x="5" > 
   
<s:NavigatorContent label="Search By USGS Places Name" width="90%" 
height="100%" backgroundColor="#736F6E" x="20" > 
<s:Label y="25" x="10" text="Place Name" color="Black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="searchInput" y="50" x="40" enter="Search('1')" /> 
<s:Button  x="60" y="80" label="Search" enabled="{searchInput.text != 
''}" click="Search('1')"/> 
</s:NavigatorContent> 
    
<s:NavigatorContent label="Search By Jeff Names" width="90%" 
height="100%" backgroundColor="#736F6E" x="20"> 
<s:Label y="25" x="10" text="Jeff Name" color="Black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="JeffSearchInput" y="50" x="40" enter="Search('2')" /> 
<s:Button  x="60" y="80" label="Search" enabled="{JeffSearchInput.text 
!= ''}" click="Search('2')"/> 
</s:NavigatorContent> 
    
<s:NavigatorContent label="Search By PLSS" width="90%" height="100%" 
backgroundColor="#736F6E" x="20"> 
<s:Label y="20" x="15" text="Township" color="Black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="TownshipSearchInput" y="35" x="40" enter="Search('3')" 
/> 
<s:Label y="70" x="10" text="Range" color="Black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="RangeSearchInput" y="90" x="40" enter="Search('3')" /> 
<s:Label y="115" x="10" text="Section" color="black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="SectionSearchInput" y="135" x="40" enter="Search('3')" 
/> 
<s:Button  x="60" y="160" label="Search" 
enabled="{(TownshipSearchInput.text != '') 
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&amp;&amp;(RangeSearchInput.text!='') &amp;&amp; 
(SectionSearchInput.text!='')}" click="Search('3')"/> 
</s:NavigatorContent> 
    
<s:NavigatorContent label="Search By Coordinates" width="90%" 
height="100%" backgroundColor="#736F6E" x="20"> 
<s:Label y="10" x="10" text="Example: -90.0 to + 90.0" color="White"/> 
<s:Label y="30" x="10" text="Latitude" color="Black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="lat" y="50" x="40"/> 
<s:Label y="80" x="10" text="Example: -180.0 to + 180.0" color="White" 
/> 
<s:Label y="100" x="10" text="Longitude" color="Black"/> 
<s:TextInput id="Long" y="115" x="40"  /> 
<s:Button x="60" y="150" label="Search" enabled="{Long.text != ''}" 
click="searchbycoordinates()" /> 
</s:NavigatorContent> 
</mx:Accordion> 
   
     
</s:BorderContainer> 
<s:BorderContainer top="390" x="12"  width="16%" height="100%" 
borderColor="#F87431"  cornerRadius="10"> 
  <s:backgroundFill> 
   <s:LinearGradient rotation="90"> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0xE2E2E2" /> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0x323232" /> 
   </s:LinearGradient> 
  </s:backgroundFill> 
<s:Label  y="10" x="40" text="Selected Fire Station" color="Black"/> 
<mx:ComboBox id="FSSelection" selectedIndex="0" horizontalCenter="0" 
x="10" y="30" width="70%"  >   
<fx:Array> 
<fx:String>NPS Black Rock FireStation</fx:String> 
<fx:String>BLM FireStation</fx:String> 
</fx:Array>     
</mx:ComboBox> 
<s:Panel x="20" y="90" title="Shortest Path to Incident" 
alignmentBaseline="ideographicCenter" width="80%" height="65" 
cornerRadius="10" > 
<s:Button id="LeastCostPath" label="Shortest Path" x="35" y="5" 
click="GetShortest(event)"/> 
</s:Panel> 
   
<s:Panel x="13" y="170" title="Firebreak Priority Analysis" 
alignmentBaseline="ideographicCenter" width="85%" height="120" 
cornerRadius="10"  > 
<s:Label text="Enter the Distance (Miles)" x="10" y="5"/> 
<s:TextInput x="35" y="20" id="BufferDistance"/> 
<s:Button id="FireBreak" label="Firebreak" x="55" y="50" 
click="GetFireBreak(event)" /> 
</s:Panel> 
 </s:BorderContainer> 
  
<s:BorderContainer x="1198" y="90" width="16%" height="180" 
borderColor="#F87431"  cornerRadius="10"> 
 <s:backgroundFill> 
   <s:LinearGradient rotation="90"> 
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    <s:GradientEntry color="0xE2E2E2" /> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0x323232" /> 
   </s:LinearGradient> 
  </s:backgroundFill> 
<s:Label text="Fire" x="10"  y="10" color="Black"/> 
<Esri:Editor id="myEditor" x="8" y="20" scrollRect="{new 
Rectangle(15,20,50,50)}"  
      map="{myMap}" 
      toolbarVisible="false" buttonMode="true" 
/> 
   
<mx:ToggleButtonBar id="tbb" 
      
 itemClick="tbb_itemClickHandler(event)" 
 labelField="null" 
 selectedIndex="-1" 
 toggleOnClick="true" x="68" y="28" buttonWidth="50"  
buttonHeight="35"> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_point.png')" label="MAPPOINT"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_line.png')" label="POLYLINE"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_freeline.png')" 
label="FREEHAND_POLYLINE"/> 
</mx:ToggleButtonBar> 
<mx:ToggleButtonBar id="tbb1" 
      
 itemClick="tbb_itemClickHandler(event)" 
 labelField="null" 
 selectedIndex="-1" 
 toggleOnClick="true" x="8" y="75" buttonWidth="50"  
buttonHeight="35"> 
    
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_poly.png')" label="POLYGON"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_freepoly.png')" 
label="FREEHAND_POLYGON"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_rect.png')" label="EXTENT"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_circle.png.png')" 
label="CIRCLE"/> 
</mx:ToggleButtonBar> 
<mx:ToggleButtonBar id="tbb2" 
   itemClick="tbb_itemClickHandler(event)" 
   labelField="null" 
   selectedIndex="-1" 
   toggleOnClick="true" x="8" y="115" buttonWidth="50"  
buttonHeight="35"> 
    
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='i_draw_ellipse.png')" label="Ellipse"/> 
<fx:Object icon="@Embed(source='clear.png')" label="CLEAR"/> 
  
</mx:ToggleButtonBar> 
</s:BorderContainer> 
  
<s:BorderContainer  top="280" x="1198" y="90" width="16%" height="180" 
borderColor="#F87431"  cornerRadius="10"> 
  <s:backgroundFill> 
   <s:LinearGradient rotation="90"> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0xE2E2E2" /> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0x323232" /> 
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   </s:LinearGradient> 
  </s:backgroundFill> 
  <Esri:Map logoVisible="false" zoomSliderVisible="false" 
id="overview" extentChange="myMap_Change(event)" width="100%" > 
   
<Esri:ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer  url="http://gis664-
01/ArcGIS/rest/services/FEMSBaseMap/MapServer" width="100%"> 
  <Esri:visibleLayers> 
   <s:ArrayCollection> 
    <fx:Number>3</fx:Number> 
    <fx:Number>9</fx:Number> 
    <fx:Number>11</fx:Number> 
   </s:ArrayCollection> 
  </Esri:visibleLayers> 
 </Esri:ArcGISDynamicMapServiceLayer> 
<Esri:GraphicsLayer id="OverviewGraphicLayer" 
symbol="{OverGraphicSymbol}" > 
<Esri:Graphic id="OverviewGraphic" />   
</Esri:GraphicsLayer> 
</Esri:Map> 
</s:BorderContainer> 
  
<!-- To Dispaly the Legend --> 
<s:BorderContainer  top="470" x="1198" y="90" width="16%" height="100%" 
borderColor="#F87431"  cornerRadius="10"> 
  <s:backgroundFill> 
   <s:LinearGradient rotation="90"> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0xE2E2E2" /> 
    <s:GradientEntry color="0x323232" /> 
   </s:LinearGradient> 
  </s:backgroundFill> 
  <s:Panel width="100%" height="100%" title="Legend" 
cornerRadius="10" color="Black"> 
<mx:Image  x="20" y="0" height="100%" width="100%" source="ms.jpg" 
id="Firebreakdone" visible="false" /> 
<mx:Image  x="20" y="0" height="100%" width="100%" source="ms1.jpg" 
id="Firebreakbasic" /> 
</s:Panel> 
</s:BorderContainer> 
</s:Application> 
 
